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,, 
The ltba.can, Ithaca, New Yo·rk. 
__ ._ -
~M· .. 1. ISSUES 
RUN DEEP 
By Ward H. Silver 
The management of Catering 
!anagement Incorporated is 
·alking a tightrope, and has 
t'Cn ever since its entrance on 
us campus less than a year ago. 
heir balance to date has clearly 
een shaky and recent 
evelopments have done little to 
abilize that position. 
With operational 
t'Organization and managerial 
1usical chairs have come layoffs 
nd, just last week, student 
ction centering around 
llegedly unheeded complaints. 
'ith contract negotiations 
a pi d I y creeping up and the 
~titutional problems that befall 
ny food service taking up the 
ack, CMI _has its hands full -
cspite the assured image they 
1esently display. 
Transiency is common to 
CMI workers and mam1gement 
within the three dining units. 
One manager . Mel Walters. has 
moved from the Union to the 
Terraces and (in the wake of last 
week's meeting) to the Towers 
cafeteria - all in the ~pan of 
three months. Head manag.cr Bill 
Terry has moved to thc Union 
from the Towers while Dak 
Henry replai:cihim in lhe· lallc'r 
position this January. 
Ever sini:e the hcg.1nnin)! of 
this semester thc Towe·r~ ha, 
been the fulcrum lwlwce·n lhc· 
Union and Terrai:<:' dining. a1c·a,. 
Its signifkani:e has atlrac'lcll lhc· 
app\;arani:e of Hoh l·\'all'>. 
Assistant to the 1'1c,ident 1)1 
CMI who has been lhcrc vi,ihl~ 
sini:e last weck. Spci:1t"ic-all~. 11. 
has the newest. 1110~1 1ran,1c·n1 
management and 1l111s. in 
attempting to a.:dima1i1e 1l~c·lt 
As the direct result of last 
·eek's Towers Food Service 
ommittee ;Meetings that drew 
ver 100 people , surveys v,ere 
laced in · the -cafeteria ateas. 
!though they' offt~red stud en ts 
he opportunity · to determine 
heir desired frequency of 
•lected entrees, they were not 
irected -at determining student 
omplaints or with CMl's quality 
f food service · or preparation 
uch a survey was offered last 
emester). CMI Director Dan 
lfonso noted a 60% response to 
e surveys in any case. 
· has received the lion·~ share• of 
criticism. Dale lknrv fccls he 
has .adequately h;;ndkd thc· 
organizatio'nal diffkultic~ whilc· 
stating the m·ajor oh~ladc ha, 
been a lai:k of .. ~killed labor ... 
This week's Food Service 
ommittee Meeting attracted a 
roup of approximately 25 
n di viduals, however, and 
!though small in number 
ompared to last week, they 
und plenty to talk about for 
wo hours. Humanities and 
ciences Dean Ted Baker sat in 
d expressed· his concern th'at 
orker's rights be respected. His 
resencP. was~ apparently 
spired by last week's meeting 
d subsequent firing of two 
mployees in the Towers -
ssista~ t. Manager )ohn 
rominslci 'and liile server Brad . 
OU. The cause for such concern 
es deep. 
By icen·Holcombe 
Frank W .. Darrow, 33, was 
amed Provost of Ithaca College 
Y the Board of Trustees at their 
!nter meeting in . New York 
tty Thursday, February 22. · 
arrow has served as Acting 
rovost since last Jun~. · 
Darrow was one of two final 
n_didates :recont~ended · .by: ·a -
hirteen--·member search 
0 mmittee •to -the -President of 
e College-Ellis .Phillips· Jr .. The 
ther c~nd:i"at~: :was· George · 
hober!s., · Assista·nt' Vice 
l
~ncen,Qr~:a.t"'the University of 
a 1forniit; . . . _ .. - · 
Dr .• ... J>.a·rrow ~-. an Associate 
In fact: many cmployce, arc· 
'·board workers·· • stul_lents who 
simply nei:d the money and 
must by neci:ssity learn skills 
they might normally have littk 
. interest in. There have bi:i:n 
reports from within C"Mi that 
upwards of twenty workers 
were, in one way or another. 
fired or inconveniently 
rescheduled in the initial 
Towers' reorganization this 
semester. Whether or not they 
were primarily board workers it 
is difficult to ascertain. Dale 
Henry himself denies the reports 
altogether. In ·any case, effective 
worker organization has yet to 
be realized and CMI employees 
in general are essentially 
powerless against management. 
When Brad Igou read off a list 
of complaints he had 
Continued on page 2 
Professor of Chemistry, became 
an assistant to the Provost in 
August 1971. He served under 
then-Provost Robert M. Davies 
and . replaced him as Acting 
Provost when · Davies was asked 
·by President Phillips to step 
down because of 
'. ' i n c o m p a t i b i 1 i t y i n 
temperamentt differences in 
_philo-sophica:l approaches to 
administration. and diffi,culties 
in communicating with one 
another.".Dr. Davies now holds 
the positi6n:6f Consult~nt to the 
College. · · ,· 
Provost Responsibilities 
As outline.d. in the Colleite 
R ·2 19 
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.CONGRESS 
·THEM CHANGES 
By Ken Holcombe 
The LC. Student Congress 
was presented Tuesday night 
with a proposal which calls for 
a complete revamping of the 
Congress' committee system and 
memhershir,. I he• propmed 
,hang.e~ wcrc• cvolvc•d at a 
Congrc·~~ worl,.~hnp which wa, 
held Sund,1y al lhc• llhae·a 
\\'ome·n·, C'ommu1111y < c•nlc'r 
I h c· Sunday worl..,hnp 11a~ 
;JI"' lhc• "'u1,c· 11f 1110 ollll'r 
prnpth,1 I,. Onc· c·,ilh for lhc 
hold1n)! of th,· ckc·l1lll1 ot Ilic• 
I ,,·,u111,· Bll.11d of< ,111)!11'" hy 
lhc• ,1udc·n1 hod~ ,11!,·1 ( h11,1111:1, 
\,l(,l(lllll lil'll',lll llf Ill l.11,· ,p11l1)!. 
·\ w,,,nd pr;,p,hal ,.ilh l<H lhc• 
101111.111"11 lll .1 .. ,l'\I l,lc•a, 
('" Ill 111 1 I I ,· ,·... I h ,· hod y a ho 
p.1ss,·d l\1<• llllllll'lh. ,111L' ,·allin)! 
r,,r S1ud,•111 !',,nl!r,·ss c·11nlrol ,,t 
flllld ,c'l'\1,c' ,·,11111.1,h ,llld lhc• 
olhc'l '<'c'l..111!! 1,·11s11111 ,,f lhc· pc'I 
pohc·:, p.1"c•d h~ lhc· ( llllllllllllllY 
Cou11c·1l l.1~1 11 c·,·k. 
Con~olidation· of Standing 
Commit lees 
I hc• pmpo,;il e·;1ll1n!! lnr a 
r c' , I I' ll l° I ll l'I 11 !! ll I ( l 1 11 !! I l',, 
,1ipt1la1c•, lh,11 · .ill mc·~nhc:h <11 
lhc• hody \\'llllld b,· 
rc•prc•,c•111,11i1·c•, ol lhe• ,llllklll 
pop11lal1011. lh·prc~c·nt;1tilc'~ or 
( ·on)!rc·,~·appron·d nrg.ani1a11on, 
would 1H1t hc• me·mh,•r, of I hc 
hody. I ho,c• re·pr,·sc·n1at11·e•, 
pn.·st·ntly have full \'oting. ri)!hts. 
rh,· propo~al also i:onsolid:1tes 
the several standing i:ommillce•s 
of t hc hody into three new 
committces Student Concerns. 
Business and Activities. and 
Governance and Nominating: 
Eai:h Congress representative 
would he required to sit on one 
of the standing committees. 
The Student Concerns 
(' 0 ~mitt ee would handle all 
grievances and direct complaints 
or issues to either all-campus 
committees or Community 
Council, whichever is 
appropriate. 
The Governance and 
Handbook, the Provost has the 
responsibility and necessary 
authority for providing 
coordinated leadership in the 
planning, development; 
execution and evaluation of the --
education, instructional and .. 
research programs of the 
College. He is also responsible 
for the selection, promotion, 
professional development,· 
tenure, and- salary of the 
instructional staff. ·other duties 
include the admission . and 
registration of students,· the 
promotion. and overall direction-
of such supporting academic 
Continued on page l O 
:'\ "111111atin!! Committe~ would 
hc• r,·,pll1hihlc• for handlini 
i 11 j l' r 11 al c'llll~I ii !II ional hr-law 
d1an)!c', and fl;r finding pe•oplc 
,,uhidc• nf Cnn)!re~~ to he 
111cm he• r~, of I he• a 11-.:olleg.e 
c·n 111111 i 11 c•c·~. 
·111,· Bthllll'" and \c"t1ntks 
Cn1111111lle'c' w,n1ld handlc• budget 
re·quc•,h .. ind d..-,·1de• whether or 
1101 a !!roup may mc·el Ill i:ampus 
fa.:ilit ic·~. 1 h rct:llll1111Cndations. 
a~ in I h c• other committees. 
would be submitted to the full 
Congress for consideration. 
Under the proposed structure. 
the Vice President of Student 
Relations and Communications 
would advise the Student 
Concerns Committee. The 
Business and Activities 
Committee would be advised by 
the Vice President of Business 
and the Governance and 
Nominating Committee by the 
Vice President of Governance. 
which replaces the present office 
of Vice President of Academic 
Affairs. The positions ·of 
President of the Student Body 
Photo by George Kennedy 
and -Vice President of Campt.: 
.-\ffairs would be flexible. an 
not responsible for any specific 
committee advising. 
The proposal also calls for 
hi-weekly meetings of the full 
Congress. Committees would 
meet at will. submitting minutes 
and proposals between Congress 
meetings for preparation of the 
agenda. 
Elections in January 
The student representatives 
meeting Sunday proposed that 
Executive Board elections be 
held after Christmas vacation, 
with the new officers assuming 
office by February 1st of that 
year. 
The new Executive Board 
would form a Budget Planning 
Subcommittee to draw up a 
budget for the next fiscal year 
(July 1 - June 30). This budget 
would be presented, with 
Executive Board approval, to 
Student Congress by May 1st for 
two-thirds vote ot . the entire 
Continued on page 10 
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NIXONOMICS, 
by Joel Butnick 
President Nixon's desire to do 
away with the misguided 
ventures of his Democratic 
predecessors and establish 
himself as the contemporary 
realist, reared itself again with 
the latest budget scheme for 
fiscal '74. In keeping with the 
spirit of traditional Republican 
economics, the Nixo·n 
conception of fiscal realities lies 
firmly centered in the interests 
of Big Business, Big M1htary and 
Big Progress. 
It becomes apparent that his 
huge victory m November has 
served to reaffirm his suspicions 
that the Liberal c'fforts of 
Kennedy and Johnson are a 
phase of the past and can be 
made to bear the brunt of every 
social and economic problem 
that he and the country 
presently face~ The Great 
Society that Johnson envisioned 
and attempted to plan for fades 
mto the grand Liberal sun for 
the more "realistic" attitudes 
that characterized the SO's. 
The criteria that has been 
established by Nixon and his 
national forecasters centers itself 
around the notion that if. 
programs are not deemed 
absolute successes then they are 
an unnecessary burden for the 
Fed era! payroll. Most of the 
well-intentioned social programs 
of the Johnson Administration 
seem to fall into this category· 
and with a quick slash of the pen 
have been either scrapped or 
drastically cut. No one can argue 
with the fact that many of these 
social programs were far from 
successful. Yet, they were hardly 
outright failures aoct' if blame is 
to be placed anywhere it would 
be totally in the Administrative/ 
Bureaucratic realm rather than 
in the intent and idea of aid "to 
poor people. Nixon's aim to 
combat inflation and cut down 
the national deficit hardly takes 
this into account and so there is 
a long list of delinquent social 
projects that get the axe m 
Fiscal '74. Among those deemed 
unworthy are housing subsidies. 
for low-income families, rural 
electrification, public service 
employment, special programs in 
mental health, urban renewal, 
model cities, 111anpower training, 
certain aids for education, 
support for libraries, student 
Joans, improvements and 
extensions in the national parks, 
research and development for 
mass transportation, and training 
programs in medical and 
biological research. Sociologists 
have well pointed out that 
simply throwing money at a 
social problem will have no 
effect on doing away with it. 
Nixon and his conservative 
cohorts pick up and use this 
theme for both embarrasing 
Democratic policy and 
rationalizing the cuts in the 
upcoming budget. 
OEO Eliminated 
One major program that has 
been dispersed and disbanded is 
the Office of Economic 
Opportunity (OEO). It employs 
roughly 2,000 people and among 
the many services it has offered 
most noteworthy were its aids to 
education that allowed many 
low-income' people to go to 
college, its Head Start program 
that helped pre-school children 
and its financing of some 900 
community-act ion programs. 
· Many of theother undcrta~ings 
OEO provided for such as health 
_ and nutrition and aid to migrant 
workers were cut in half and 
thrown under th·e jurisdi~tion of 
other larger departments like 
Commerce, Labor and H.E.W. 
One of the major features of 
OEO were the legal 5ervices it 
provided_ for poor people. This 
has essentially received the axe 
even· tl\"Ough it·. was a well 
orga'nized service: Nixon's 
personal distaste for it allowed 
him to lump it together inside of 
the general attitude that 
everything was ineffective. It is 
RATS· 
By Barbara Reeder · 
Rats, yes rats, have been seen 
on the Ithaca College campus 
and continue to scurry about the 
Union and Terrace Dining Hails 
and also some of the Terrace 
Dormotories and possibly other 
Physical Plant pick up the wet 
garbage twice a day, but to no 
avail. The rats have managed to 
escape extermination so far and 
continue to run ·about the 
campus. 
places on campus. They stay out The thought of having rats 
of the sight of most people but · around where we live and eat 
they have actually been seen and isn't exactly a pleasant one and 
they do exist, even though the sooner the rats are gone, ·the 
Ithaca College has the best pest better. There really ·shouldn't be 
control· ~xpert in Tompkins anysuchcreaturesinexistenceon 
County trying to eliminate them a clean college campus. The 
from campus. .actions C.M.I. has taken of 
clear that Nixon's economics 
intends to favor- the rich, bury 
the anti-poverty· programs of the 
Democrats and place greater 
burdens on state and local 
governments to cough up the 
funds for com!!i\itli_ty projects. 
From Ashes To Ash's 
The Office . of Budget and 
Management, headed by Roy 
Ash, is in charge of these 
p Ian nings and makes it quite 
plam that their intentions are to 
"trim the fat". Ash's 
predecessor, C'asper Weinberger 
( nicknamed Cap the Knife), laid 
the groundwork for these budget 
policies when the appropriated 
funds for Housing and Urban 
Development were frozen and 
the committment to the model 
cities programs were said to be 
under review. In this new 
budget, HUD has been ordered 
to stop all plans for future 
projects and simply finish those 
that arc already under 
construction. Again, the Nixon 
plan here is to throw the burden 
of aid to poor people back to 
the state and local governments 
with the bleak hope that 
necessary appropriations ·can ·be 
supplied by his who·lly 
ambiguous revenue-sharing 
program. In money terms; an 
estimated 14 billion dollars has 
been cut from various 
socially-oriented programs· witli 
'the promise that· another $5 
billion is in the process of review 
and almost sure to be waived by 
1975. , . 
Because· Ithaca College was . having garbage picked up twice 
built on farm land, the inital a day just doesn't seem to be ,_ Continued.(irom nn<1e 1 
construction caused field inice .. ' enough·.: Somefhirig. -in ore· ln'tisi" . '·., ' .....• ~... . .. , f:'"P_-: '. ::- ;-:- : 
and other rodents to move from be done and it must be done accumulated from his vantage 
their burrows into the college's now! point on the line and last 
builcilngs. C.M.I. would·.appreciate any -: ~~~nesda~'s meeting, _he pushed 
There is no means of disposal .. : valid.~ .sugge~ti_<>ns. towards-. _a::-_· . too ar. The next day he 
for the wet garbage that is left-'. - . s9luti9Q ~,o. the. problem iliat·.,: was ·told in a letter froin Dale 
from._meals in the dining halls,: ··anyone reacling this might have:··-- Henry that his services were 
which the rodents thrive on. The You can give your suggestions.to terminated as of February .~2nc;I._ . 
· · · · b ·ct· · h n· Alf ..; The :SP!!cific _prQbl~. H!!~: dry gart?age ts µme II!. t _,; . ;n _,onso, _C.M.I .• A330J· ;i.od- said, was ·one of·"atti.fui:ie:'' .al, ·a·· 
inci~er~to~ ;md :-the hea~ · of. pos_sibly: solve the -1:af pi:Olbem '. , · · · · · · 
D Alf h h d h result 'of 'Brad's transition from C.M_.I., an_ onso, as a t e on campus;.'.fhipk-·about-it. st_up~n.t supervisor to lineserver. 
Tli~ eica.Qt causes may never be 
known but Brad has since be~n 
. . rehired_ (and. ·pt.It to work: this 
t1 me in tfie . relatively . docile 
T e r races) - - which .. the 
aforementioned source: \Vithin 
CMI st,ates, is contrary to 
roanag~inent'~ stated. policy of 
not rehiring a fired or resigned 
worker. This has happened in at 
least two other instances :in the 
Towe~, this newspaper has been , 
told. · · 
· .. Understandably, the workers 
are concerned, especially board 
. _wo'rkers, part-tii:ne_ employees 
· (w!io- ~ay- .-o_r. ~ay. ·not · be -
It is interesting to note wliat anw\guously- enough to, allO\\i 
the other side of~i~9n~~~~get ·:. · _busfnes~J.o~~Jth~r !t.f: 
looks like with appropnat1ons >-a 0V ant age ··of.' 1 ts ··t o"6'-s e 
that are considered effective and requirements. Needless to say. 
useful, The. criteri.a for. thfs levels :,·the_ trend is, evident that 
itself around-, the theme of -···-Rep u b Ii can economics is 
contribution to the GNP and committed- to making fiscal 
exhibited in quantified dollar judgments solely an dollar 
returns. The national defense return evaluations and the 
appropriations, presently at concept of incr~ased GNP as the 
$76.4 billion has been expanded measurement ot success. 
to $ 81.1 billion. The primary Roy Ash. present director of 
reason for this increase is said to 0MB, was formerly President of 
be for the Administration's Litton lndustires. and in a 
previous commit'tment to suspicious quirk of fate. 
.military pay boosts. This, information regar~ing how the 
however, says nothing about the 1974 fiscal budget is to treat his 
recent events in history that old company was released before 
would be expected to cut 
the need for increased defense 
appropriations. The cease-fire 
in Vietnam should, in.some way, 
signal a review of defense 
expenditures. Other 
developments like the reduction 
of military installations in 
Europe and the arms limitation 
agreements should also make it 
possible for this huge budget to 
be trimmed effectively. 
, But it doesn't appear that 
these considerations are in any 
of Nixon's plans. Pretty safe 
predktions for the future 
suggest that he will seek to 
maintain more than friendly 
relations with the Pentagon and 
cater to any and all of their 
whims. 
Aim Is Still Expansion 
Aside from the many tax and 
monetary benefits afforded Big 
Business,. the four billion dollar 
tax break last year·was extended 
to res·emble a 25 percent tax 
credit on wages :paid to newly 
hired ·"disadvantaged" workers. --
This proposal is stated 
: -~tudents). Terrace manager Bill 
'.Griffith has stated that about 
:~1% of CMrs .workers .eligible for 
:raises - board . workers are all 
:i,aid: the same.-$1.76 _pei;- .hour 
:through the· Financial Aids 
he actuallv took his new 
position: Th~ Navy will allocate 
590.9 million dollars for seven 
DD 963 destroyers. Litton is ttie 
only builder of these destroyers. 
Major increases in funding for 
the Air Force's subson,ic crUise 
armed decoy i1isste fii,ds Litco'n 
supplying guidance systel,lls. 
Funding for the B-1 bomber is 
up which also has Litton 
providing inertial guidance 
systems. TACFIRE, a system· for 
automati'on of battleffotd 
'intelligence ·and_ fire support, 
developed by Litton for the U'S' 
Army went from a 4.2 l,llillion 
dollar development contract last 
year to 1:1 proposed 40.6 million 
dollar production-testing 
contract. Litton Bionetics. a 
subsidiary' last year received $7 
million for operating cancer 
research ·at· Fort Dietrich, 
Maryland for HEW. It will be 
funded- again at about the same 
rate this· year. The have a 
contract that runs over 5 years 
with . annual raises that could 
total 20 . million. Who says 
politics makes strange 
bedfe!lows? · 
finally._. ~omes.·. down.-:to::.the 
emP,foyer's word against the 
em P.loy ee'.~, (t~e: :i1raijrie1s:: iJor 
w·or:~er ,.;&_ri~~;ipc_et -!_f,fl;~":i!fe> 
~nderstani the case,Himited;:~--
· 0 f H c e -- received them. S l.u d eJ1:t'.· '2 o:n:g:r·e.s s '.inas 
-:However; of tfiese· workers,' most a tt eiji pt ed to deal with this 
::were full timers. who had .probl~m. A~.-~:T:'!lesd~y night 
:ieceb,:ed the benefit of the :meeting it· passecr-.·a stern 
:evaluation Janu,a11'. 20th.· '.fhey .resoll!tion, .JO~f0:.-3, thaf 'reads· 
:were· granted the ra1ses mainly ·"Th~ Student ~pi:igress "b-ecome 
:1:>ecuse they had . ~ov~d into the qecision making body for all 
·p. 0 S.i.t i On S, 0 f great-er- - ,Si tu~'~i-On£ • ·eoncetniirg.,•-~tt'fl'aCa . 
:fesponsibility rat~~i::. _than C~llege's foo~ ~ervic;e pr9~~!Jl.S. 
:because 6fany'exceptibt\a1wor1c-·"•':r·lHs' ·m e:ins ·that' 'S'tud1:nt 
'-t,hey-:had done, .Griffith Congress would have the final 
conceded. He said that part-ti.me. ; , _over acceptance or rejection of 
employees were. not necessarily__:; ,;any food service company, a~ 
guaranteed the privilege- of . · ~ell .as having full responsibility 
evall!aii_on. It should be noted: . · :for. soliciting opinion from the 
that p~rt-timers cannot cofleci :- >co mm unity . concerning food 
u,nemployment insurance, eithet, · .. ~ryice." · Whether this will sink 
and this may contribute to their in ·at -Job Hall -is questionable, 
a:pprehensive and lately,_· but it. is af,least suggestive that 
defensive nature.· U.nion·-· .workers may in the future have a 
9rganizing furthermore, Js·out of chance to state their' grievances 
the question due •. again._to. tluough .an appropr,i.a.te 
transience. Because· everything · 1 egisla tive . mechanism· 'at "r.c. 
~ .. : .. : .. '·,.' :· ... 
. . '.. . ~ .. , .. .,._...;.._, .· . 
o·,.n·e1·1 -:-Se n·.q,e .• c i .. ~,.. • . . The lthacan;-Marcli t-; 1973' -Page 3 
At ·the Crossroads·-
By Tom Threlkeld abolish student ·government at 
Cornell per se, but. to replace it 
·ornell University is currently with what they feel would be a 
,aged in an imbroglio more effective system. They 
cerning its Senate. The favor. separation of the Senate 
ectiveness of the Senate, into three councils, one for each 
1prising students, faculty and of the major components of the 
,toyees, is being questioned present body-students, faculty 
merri,bers of the student and employees. These would 
v led by Roger D. London each deal with issues directly 
· Russell H. Pollack '73 and affecting themselves;- ·without 
iicl P: M~lonc '75. In early having to bother with each 
~mber the, trio b_egan the other's affairs. For matters 
11 for the .abolition of the concerning more than one such 
:,t.:initspresentform. council there would be 
,rndon, Pollack and Malone 'mandatory confrontations', as 
:1oseil a student referendum London put it, every one or two 
"certain .. general f<:eling on months. 
:111ufog ,or,-di~continuing the A C a U S e Of the j r 
,i:1te .. -Hciwe·ver, when disenchantment is.the order of 
, 1 oxi ma tely two thousand priorities of the Senate. "The 
,,ture~ \\'.ere 9qt~ined_ backing Senate is not concerned with 
proposal for a ·referendum; it serious issues, which is why I 
only reached the floor but don't respect it", London said. 
<;cnatepasscdtheresolution. One of the tr.io's major 
he referendum was held complaints centerf upon the 
c·,day -and· w·ednesday, Senate's handling of the 
,rnary 20 and 21. By the University budget. "The budget 
c·rnoon, of the 20th, there s h o u I d b e ha n d I e d by 
1 ~ rep o i- ts of voting professionals, and amateurs (i.e. 
~ularities, of students voting the students) should b_e. more 
1.: than once. This was concerned with facets of student 
,iblc due to the inability Qf life ... We are paying. an 
up markers to adhere to the administration (large amounts of 
·a, more heavily laminated money) to work on the budget, 
1t1fication cards. By 2:30 so· it is ludicrous that 
. hole punchers had been put. in experienced students should 
use, replacing the markers. legislate economic policy", 
wever, since hole pul).chers Pollack told The Ithacan. 
been used in last year's London feels that the Senate 
ct1ons, it was possible to "could be extremely effective 
m that the hole punched in but so much time is allocated to 
's card was from last year, budget concerns, which could be 
bling a person to vote again. used ·to deal with issues such as 
a, students could receive drug policies, and the Cranch 
porary identification cards Report (on academic policies 
m the registrar, making it and housing)." As London 
sible to vote again.One of the observes "The Senate does set 
vement's leaders, Russell budget priorities, but the 
lack, has, at various times, administration can undercut 
en reported to have voted them. They note- that too 
o, one and thre·e times. much time is seemingly wasted 
y t h·e · close of voting in long debates and extended 
sday, it was apparent that parliamentary maneuvering, 
espread . election violations citing the example of hours 
d occurred. A formal spent arguing whether the first 
Henge to the legitimacy of day of last semester's final 
e referendum and its exams should be titled Day l or 
ompariying University Senate Day 0. They were also disturbed 
d trustee elections was by the unseriousness of bills 
,mitted to the Assistant _placedbeforetheSenate,such.as 
iversity Ombudsman, Ronald a· bilI in the form of a poem, 
Bricker, late Wech:i.esday "The High Above Cayuga's 
·,noon, by London, Pollack Waters", and the proposal to 
! ~talon~. AS a result, both lower the speed limit on· Pleasant 
,)ffice of .. the Ombudsman Grove Road. 
the Judicial Admfoistration But that is where Senate 
,nntl'ucting investigations of Speaker Mary Beth Norton, a 
. voting, the former being history professor, disagret,5. ·she 
cerned· with the impact · on feels the Senate is effectively 
<! results due to the dealing -with serious ·issues. 
•gu larities, · the latter with Concerned with the same 
.1tions of·the Judicial Code. Pleasant_. Grove .Road issue, she 
e fin d'i n g· s of the notes that "if some children 
:<tigations will rtot: be known were to get killed, then it-would 
probably two weeks at best. certainly be serious:" She sees 
The aim of London;··_that the Senate can be more 
dCk and : ltfalop~ • jS_ OQt: ·t0: • effective than • llf · preseJit. but . 
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"the Senate is only 2 1 /2; there 
are no precedents, and it 1s only 
feeling its way along." She does 
realize that there is a- lack of 
expertise, but she feels the 
Senate '·is just getting into the 
budget, the by-laws and the 
contradictions in regulations." 
Speaker Norton favors 
preservation of the ·present 
Senate because "the University 
needs a forum where everybody 
can get together. It can "t be 
done by separate bodies. Unity 
is strength, and gives a stronger 
voice." She does see room for 
reform in areas such as reduction 
in the size of the Senate, and 
also recognizes the need for 
more. ·conscientious committee 
work so ·thut less time 1s wasted 
on the floor debating. 
Many feel that the drive for 
abol!shmcnt stems from U1e 
Senate's cutting of the athletic 
budget. Jerry Nuwirth '74, a 
senator; belJeves the movement 
resulted, "Primarily, because of 
the. Senate's turning down of the 
athletic budget. and ·somewhat 
due to the pervasive cynicism 
and discontent already existing." 
Pollack, however, secs the cut as 
"the -last straw, which merely 
galvanized us into action." 
Speaker Norton feels. '·The 
immediate imprtus came from 
the athletic budget cut. but 
there 1s a lot more adtkd onto 
latent ambitions." 
Ms. Norton also se~, the mow 
as a result of "some people who 
want students just man advisory 
capacity. not in a power makmg 
capacity ... The tolerance 
hasn't been developed for 
fallacies inherent in any 
system." London. Pollack and 
Malone also seek to mstitutc a 
system with power, for they feel 
it 1s only advisory in its present 
state. "ijas1cally, many people 
arc dissatisfied with the 
particular manifestation of 
student government"', Pollack 
Board of Trustees 
. . 
said 
It St't'll!S all .igrc't' 1h.1t !he· 
power pot<!nl1,tl 1, 1h,'1t' rht' 
(jllt'Slll1n IS Iin,, It) ;1L'l11n~ II 
The student go,·,'rn111cnt 1,su,· 1' 
, 1 rn 1 larly apphL·,1bk In I th.1,.1 
College Ir a st udt'n t govt'111 llll'll l 
c:annot g.11n any "gn1t1,.1nt 
p·owcr al a l.trgt'. p1c,t1g1ot1s 
umv..:rs1ty c:ommumty such ;1, 
Cornell. c.111 thn..: ht' any 
s1gmfic111ce to the I.C. Stud..:nt 
Congress. whos<! ettecltwhty 1, 
likewise que,t1011eJ·1 First. tht: 
violations al Cornell mu~l be 
cleared up, but once that 1, don.: 
and the results are 1n. lthac:a 
College, its students. Jntl it, 
student government should taki: 
note of them. 
GRANT FIL LS VACANCY 
by Ken Holcombe 
The Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees, meeting in New York 
City on Thursday, February 22, 
approved the 1973.74 budget 
and heard a report on a 32 per 
cent increase in annual giving to 
the College in the first seven 
months of the current fiscal 
year. The board also named a 
facuity trustee, an Honorary 
Trustee, and accepted the 
resignation of one member of 
the Board. The proposed I 9 
million dollar budget shows a 
9.5 · per cent increase over last 
year with a moderate excess of 
income over expense of 
$29,000. 'The increased revenue 
will be largely consumed by the 
additional support of academic 
programs, increased salaries and 
staff benefits. 
Oth.;r increases are. planned 
for financial aid, with part of 
this sum set aside for upperclass 
scholarships, salary inequities, 
physical plant ·projects and 
equipment. 
Robert Grant Elected 
Robert p.· Grant, Assistan,t 
Professor of Physical Therapy, 
was ete·cted to the . Board 
Thursday. He will fill the 
unexpired term of Willard T. 
Daetch wh·o·resigneil -after being 
J 
appointed Director of the Center 
for Individual and 
Interdisciplinary Studies. Grant 
will then serve a two-year term 
beginning July 1, 1973. 
_A 195 l graduate of I.C., 
Grant received his master's 
degree from Purdue University 
where he also served as an 
athletic trainer for five years. His 
major fields of interest are 
Orthepedic Physical Therapy 
and Sports Medicine. 
Grant is a member of the 
Faculty Council, the Traffic 
Appeal Board, and the Search 
Committee for a Vice President 
of Student and Campus Affairs. 
He formerly chaired the Long 
Range Planning Committee on 
Faculty Life, served on the 
Tower Club Board of Directors, 
and served a three-year term on 
the Alumni Council. 
Allen Nam~ Honorary Trustee 
The Board of Trustees also 
named Harold Allen, of Great 
Neck, Long Island, and 
Honorary Trustee. 
Allen, a limited partner in the 
New York City firm of 
Josephthal ·& Company, has 
been on the Board since July 
1952, and is formei: Chairman of 
the Finance Committee. 
Pearsall Resigns 
The Board accepted the 
resignation of Trustee Richard 
L. Pearsall of Wilkes·Barre, 
Pennsylvania. Pearsall, a member 
of the Board for four years, 
cited the press of a growing 
business, and said that this was a 
"difficult decision" andothat he 
was taking the action "with 
great regret and only after 
considerable deliberation." 
A native of Trumansburg, 
New York, Pearsall is a graduate 
of Ithaca College where he 
earned a Bachelor of Science 
Degree in 1953. 
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Editorial SAY YES ·To DOGS 
The I.C. Student Congress, at its Tuesday night meeting, voted 
almost unanimously to recommend that the Community Council 
reconsider its decision fo ban pets from this campus next year. We 
applaud that action and would like to add a few thoughts of. our 
own. 
The rationale behind the Council's action ·is no~ exactly clear. It 
seems however that the Council, in banning pets from the campus 
altoge'ther, is a'ttempting to solve once and for all the problems 
which arise when animals are around. It's common knowledge that 
animals (domesticated or not) may present healtb problems in dining 
areas. It is also generally agreed upon that pets are often 
indiscriminate in their defecation habits as well as in whom they 
choose to bark at (or even bite). 
We wouldn't dream of arg1,1ing that these unpleasant realities do 
not exist. Does a bear shit in the woods? The point is that it is 
natural for pets, whether they are on the LC. campus or somewhere 
'else, to sometimes shit in the wrong place or bark at the wrong 
person. For that matter, some of the editors around here do some 
indiscriminate barking at one time or another. The answer. however, 
is not to ban pets from the campus altogether. 
The Student Congress 1s not saying that Ithaca College should 
place no restrictions on the activity of pets. It 1s not saying that they 
should be allowed anywhere at anytime. It is saying that there was a 
viable system in effect all year, and that if the system were only 
enforced that drastic act10n such as the Community Council has 
taken wouldn't be necessary. If the Congress were allowed (us it 
requested months ago) to tag all p.:Ls belonging to 1~1e111bl·rs of lhl' 
College and if individuals· wen~ made responsible for the actions of 
their animals, the problems related to pets here would decrease 
significantly. If stiff fines were meted out to the owners of pe~s 
which were not on leashes or making a nuisance of themselves, if 
untagged animals founa running loose were as a matter of policy 
turned over to the ASPCA, then the owners of such animals would 
begin to think twice about their responsibilities in such matters. 
Some people have argued that students here have not shown the 
maturity necessary in dealing with animals. More than one pet has 
died on this campus because of neglect on the part of its owner. One 
dog was even burned to death by students. But these facts do not 
logically lead to the conclusion that pets should be banned from 
campus. Plenty of immature people out there in the world are 
mistreating their animals and even each other. We don't know 
exactly why, but part of man's nattrre is the tendency. to 
occasionally act irresponsibly or unjustly. Let us remember that we 
academians are also human. We are really a part of that part of that 
big, bad world out there and just as individuals are held responsible 
for their actions out there, they should be here at I.C. too. 
The I.C. Student Congress, representing the student body, is 
asking that realistic pet policies be enforced and has accepted the 
responsibility for a large part of that enforcement. It is also asking 
that this campus not hecome a plastic world where the problems 
inherent m human affairs arc ignored by common assension. We 
support Congress in this effort and ask the Community Council to 
rl·-examinc its action. 
COMMENT SMILING FACES 
Ninety-five percent of the white 
people on this campus are smiling 
faces. And if you have ever wondered 
why black people at l.C'. are hostile 1t 
is because you white folk with the 
smiling faces are full of so much shit. 
These white people with the smiling 
faces attack the highly publicized 
atrocities of the power structure i.e. 
war, inflation, racism, etc. But they do 
not totally accept the black 
phenomena. They are (wo faced and 
synthetic. They smile and say hi to me 
and five minutes later stab me in the 
back. There is an immense need for a 
change in this attitude. Those of you 
who are smiling faces can no longer 
afford to linger in the middle of the 
road. Because of today's intense 
political climate you are forced to 
make a choice. You either be my 
friend or my enemy, you cannot be 
half-assed. 
Who are these smiling faces? Are 
you one of them? In my freshman 
year my S.A. hung up a grafitti board 
on my floor. It was quickly filled with 
-political slogans, student's names, and 
general bullshit. I wrote Black Power 
on the board and signed my name to 
11. The Ill'\! da} I ht·r t' ,, t"l'e' ., l;rr !!t' 
number of nt·w t·nlrrt'' <lll lht· h<>.rrd: I 
was t·alkd a hi.rd. 111µµt·1 ,111d ., bl.rd, 
,onofabitd1. I \\;r, 1<1ld In ,ud. 1he·-
bl,1<.:k ,nal-..: he·twt·t·n 111~ kµ, .111d \\,1, 
ortlt·rt·d In !!t'I ,,11 ., hn:11 .111d ~" h.1, I.. 
to Atrrca. I ht· ,.1111e· 11\e·-.1" 1\1111e· 
· mothl'rfut·l..t·r, th.11 ,.rrd hr'" 111,· ,·H·r~ 
111or11111!! with .1 ,mil,· ,111 th,·11 1.1cc· 
wrnll' thal ,1111 ,111 lht· h,1.rrd. 
1'11t'J't' an: qurlt· .i le'\\ ('t""Pk ,111 11!1, 
l',llll('U, Whll \lllt'd "" R1t·h.11d '"''11. / 
yl'I thl'y ,1111k al 111.: e1·t·ryd.1~ llll1\ 
.:.rn you prllt.:,, In he 111~ l11t·11d .rnd 
J..:IJ\'t'ly ,uppnrl my e"lll"Jll~' \11d llle·r,· 
r, ahsolutt·ly llll que',lllllh .rh,Hrl II. 
R 1d1ard '\l\oll r, 111~ ,·11<·111~ I he 
follow111!,! 1, a quo1,· 11,1111 'e·11,,1e·e·I.. 
2/12/7J c"Ollt'l'rlllll!! '""11·, hud~t·I (()I 
f1,.:al year 7-l. ""l>1>1t"lh nl '"e·1.il 
program,·· modc'i ,11il',. u1h.1n 
rl'nl'wal. lht· war on J)O\t·rly. 
emcrgl'n<:y puhhl··,t'J\ict· t'lll(lllly11w111 
· Wl'rc l'll t OU l. 'nr 1 Tl 1111111.'d hat·!-.. llJ' 
committed lo the mt•rc·il', ol ,talt' and 
local governments in lht· fll1111 ol 
revenue-sharing granb ... In 111, hudgt·t 
Richard Nixon has abo ahoh,hed lhl' 
OEO. Portugal 1s slaughtering my 
African brethren in the Port ugm'sl' 
,olllll le", ol \I. >1a 111 h1q lie' .111d .\ ngola. 
1 n I '171. the· '""n -\d1111111•;tr;,it1on 
p1"\lekd Portll)!al \\'llh a loan nf \-lOO 
l1ll(i1lln llll de'\t'i()plllt'n( JHllJL'l"1'. 
, 1 ,,111 .11,n ('lll\lde·, l'orlll),!al with 
d 1re·cl 1111hlar~ .11d 1l11rn1)!h '\ \ l·O. 
I h1, 1111111.,1~ ,1"1,l.11h·e· .11d, l'n11uµ:il 
111 11, 111111ekr"u' ,.1111p.11)!11 ,1µ,1111s1 
hl.1d, J<'\11lu11n11.111e·, 111 \11µ,1la and 
\I ,11.1111 h1q lie' 11 1, nll\l()U, Iha! 
R1d1.1rd '""11 1, ., "''"' .1,1111!! a)!,1i11s1 
lhe· Bl.It'!.. I 1he·1,1lll>l1 \l.>\e'Jlle'JII. Y()ll 
,.11111,11 ,1111k 111 111) 1.1,c and t·all 
) uu1,ell 111y lll<"lld .111d ,uppPrl 111y 
<"lie' 111 ~ 
\nd pk;1,e· d"11·1 1111111.. 1"111 kl1111!! 
~ , >II \\' h I I t' I , >11.., \\ h, > \ lll ed I llf 
\Id ,1l\e'J'll llt'I' lhe· h,u,1-. .. \ml t'\l'll 
lhll,c' "' y,n1 \\ h,1 did nnl \'Oil' 111.1y 
llt'\t"rlhl'le·" bt· _1i1t···"' ~1111ling fat"l'"'· 
1"111 lall-.111µ 111 y,HI \\ l11tc' pl'opk· who 
l"la1111 '" ht· progressive and I rc't' of 
1.1,1,111 . .lu,t \~hat art· you going to do 
,\\ht•II lhL• ~hll f111ally hlh !ht• fan"! 
Whal d1"1n· will you 111;1!-.e 111 thl' final 
e·o111c·dm\ 11·'..Wht·n hlacl,. tolks pick up 
I ht· gun .111d I ht· 111.111 del'iarl',; war on 
u,: which ,Ilk will yPu l"110ose"? If your 
answer i~ that you will side with the 
111Jn. then you are my enemy right 
h.:rl' anti now, this minute. 
When you choose to be my friend 
or my enemy the result will be an 
hone,t n:IJtionship between black folk 
and whitl' folk. Right now the great 
111a1ontv of while people present a 
tae.-adc ·01 fnl'11dsh1p and at the 'same 
t 1111l' oppose everything I stand for. If 
\' o u d10L1se to he my enemy the 
i'ac·adc· will he torn down. Our 
rl'la11011sh1p will he based on a clear 
,111d !!l'nt1111l' hate. And we will deal 
with 'c·ad1 other on that basis. The. 
11.'maining alternative is friendship. If. 
v11u d100,e to he my frined you must 
i~1tally renounce those white social. 
political. and economic forces that are 
killing black people. Then and only 
th en can we honestly accept one 
another and work and live together. 
I strongly urge all you white people 
to do some extremely deep soul 
~l'.trl·hing. You have a vital choice to 
make. You can be my friend and 
comrade or you can be my enemy. 
Black peopk will no longer accept 
ha! f-assl'd smiling faces. 
Reggie Simmons 
the itha-ca,n 
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TO THE EDITOR: 
I am now 12 days old via the 
Knowledge calendar. It is true 
that in the beginning, reception 
of the Knowledge carried with it 
its own special "birth pains", 
which I attempted to describe 
for you. It was difficult, but 
once the adjustment is made to 
the new life, the life opens up to 
one. Certainly, questions do 
come up now a_nd then; They 
probably will for a long time to 
come. However, now that the 
acquanitance has been made, 
and the Knowledge truly 
accepted, th~ questions are not 
in the least bothersome for, even 
if,one hasn't the capacity to find 
the answer by oneself, one 
knows that the answers do exist, 
.and simply remain to be found. 
many, it is as easy as drin·king 
milk from their mother's breast. 
And that is as it should be, for 
that is in effect what is actually 
happenning. However, due to 
the distortions and pressures of 
society and the world today, it is 
not always so easy. It does 
require an effort, quite an effort 
you -might say, on one's part- to 
reach and accept. the Knowledge -
of the Lord. The fruits of one's 
'labor' make it nevertheless 
worthwhile. · 
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Published WHklY during the school year excapt for th• thlrii 
week In October and the nn1: andthlrd w"iaks In NovemDer; 
. SECOND CLASS POS.T· 
It has. b'een my attempt to 
reveal to you my own personal 
experience concerning the 
· Knowledge truthfully, ·-so that 
you would not be disillusioned 
.about·what ,one gets into, for it 
is a very . serj.ous 'matter . for 
everyone to .consider., It is not 
necessarily so rough, - as one 
might be led to believe. For 
' I 
Any further questions anyone 
at all has I would,. or any 
follower would, be· glad· to·. 
answer. CaU;·anytim.e, at"Centrex: 
575 or call the·home of·many" 
Divine Ligh.t people, at· 
273-8455. ·., ·. . · •. 
Tom Threlkeld_.; 
AGE PAID AT ITHACA. NEW VORK, 14a50. Postma1ter 
Plene And fo~m 31179 to Business Mgr., The Ithacan, Wnt 
Tower, lttw:a C~lege, Ithaca, N.V. , .. so. Subacrtptlon 
cost • 17.SO. Edltortal views ntflect th• opinion of \II• 
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ad_lt, o_~: refun ta PUbHI_II ani, material IUb°r!'ltted for Pllb· 
llcatton. 
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-"Se saw hir and gave hirs to 
hir brother." 
This sentence may seem 
unintelligible to some who are 
not familiar with a new system 
of saying "he" or "she", etc. 
developed by an Ithaca College 
faculty member. It is not 
designed to replace these words, 
hut rather the new words are to 
he used when the sex of the 
person is unknown, or when you 
might use the word "one", as m 
"one should not pick the flowers 
in front of Job Hall." He and she 
are distilled to se when sex 1s 
unknown; him and her would be 
hir; and his or hers bernme hirs. 
All· of this is part of a 
response to. the Women's 
Liberation movement. I would, 
1 n addition, support a Men's 
L 1beration movement as well. 
[here is no doubt that women 
are restricted. by their sex rqles, 
but so are men, to a certain (if 
~maller) degree. 
The male is seen as the 
breadwinner of the home, the 
protector, the authority figure, 
etc. There is no reason to believe 
that all men want, or are capable 
of these "duties" any-more than 
women want or are capable of 
the duties "defined" for them. 
:-.lost men, however, would 
probably find it offensive to 
their "male ego" to have the 
wife go off to work while he 
stayed at home with the kids, 
cooking, washing and cleaning. 
'.litany men find it destructive to 
their self-image to find women 
who can do ANYTHING bette1 
than they, except, of course, 
bearing children. 
But what must be 
remembered here is that men are 
not biologically or instinctively 
instilled with this idea. Society 
form111ates and places tile sex 
role on them and the 
corresponding mentality 
develops. Those men (like 
women) who try to break out of 
their role are looked at 
suspiciously. Many men and 
women, however, get hung up in 
their roles, and· many may truly 
enjoy them. This is fine as long 
as they are what they are by 
choice and not by covert sexist 
forces. 
I would like to see a Men's 
The Magic 
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On Men's Liberation 
Liberatioo movement, with a 
special magazine, books, articles, 
speakers, etc. Think of the 
opening occupations for men -
housewives, nurses, midwives. 
prostitutes,ha1rd ressers, 
strippers, cosmetic producers, 
secretanes, waitresses, etc. Of 
course, there are now men in 
most of these areas, but those m 
them are usually looked at with 
wary eyes by society. For a while 
these men must try to accept the 
responsibilities of their 
"equality". Women sometimes 
use the femininity, weakness, 
and stupidity falsely associated 
with them to avoid or bypass 
certain obligations and problems 
arising out of the equality many 
of them desire. Indeed, it may 
be quite a while before women 
cabbies, lawyers, doctors, 
dentists, garbage collectors, 
mechanics, plumbers, disc 
jockeys, and soldiers, etc. will be 
accepted. But all of the above 
opportunities should be open to 
men and women alike who are 
capable of and desirous of doing 
them. 
Television and the media do 
much to help enforce sex roles. 
although many of us would not 
like to see unisex. and the 
vanishing of all our sexual 
identity and offerings. Still, no 
one wants to be stigmatized. A 
good place to see some of the 
demeaning sex stereotypes is on 
the "Boob tube", an mteresting 
(sexist?) name for television. 
Tfi--e demeaning female 
stereotypes are on the programs 
and the demeanrng male 
stereotypes are in the 
commercials, to a large extent.' 
For those housewives watching 
television, what 1s seen are 
advertisements showmg the 
housewife outsmarting the 
A mer1can male. Usually. the 
wife outdoes her husband - she 
cleans the floor better, finds 
something to soothe his cough 
or cold, shows her prowess m 
cooking, saves money through 
thrifty buying, and she may even 
beat the all-masculine Mr 
Universe 111 washing clothes. 
So, men, you too must be 
careful concerning your sex role 
111 relation to women a~ well as 
yourself. Ask _yourself these 
questions: Why would you find 
it unthinkable to wear a dress or 
carry a purse·> Did you ever 
think you would like to try 
scw111g. kn1tt1ng, makrng your 
own clothe~. de'' Arc there 
thing~ you would like tn do 
which are looked on as women's 
work or play? Would you hke to 
be on the bottom sometimes, 
111stead of the top? Do you find 
yourself being over-courteous to 
women. holding doors for them. 
allowing them to go first. giving 
up your seat to them, being 
more patient with and not 
strikmg them. carrying or l1ftmg 
th mgs for them, and help111g 
them out 111 vanous other ways 
as they twist you around their 
little finger? BEWARE! Yon 
may be a victim of sex roles! 
You may need Men's Liberat10n. 
This is not to say, however, 
that some men and women may 
ha ppcn to like this state of 
affairs and want to continue 1t. 
They should be allowed to do 
so, and those desinng a change 
should not be held at bay. There 
are extremes at both ends. but 
knowledge and understanding of 
who yoy arc, and why, 1s 
necessary in realizmg what you 
can become. So gentlemen and 
ladies, Women's and Men's 
Liberations may help you to 
b~corne what you want to be 
and help you to realize the 
poss1bilit1cs, when all of them do 
finally ex1,t. 
Your sexist friend, 
Arbil 
mm11mma GIVE A DAMN 
When I first came to teach at 
Ithaca College many years ago, 1 
became very concerned about a 
number of things that were 
happening at this school; I gave a 
damn about the future of the 
institution. That was the time 
when the Colege of Arts and 
Sciences (now the School of H. 
& S.) had just been created. I 
was very interested in the new 
orientation that we, the 
administratron, the faculty and 
the students Were going to give 
to this college. Those were the 
times when I stuck my nose in 
everything and, as a result of it, 
I used to walk around with a 
broken nose. 
Soon the wounds happened 
more frequently and they were 
deeper and I had to get out of 
the battle to let them bleed and 
heal, as an entrenched but not 
yet dead soldier, by the 
roadside. I still cared about what 
was happening, but passively. 
Thenlcame to,and realized that 
one cannot lie down by the side 
of the road and still, truly, give a 
damn. 
One has to renew one's battle 
every day. I would rather have a 
broken nose and integrity in my 
conscience than wear a big smile 
below a - whole nose and an 
unfulfilled sense of self-respect. 
One has to stick one's nose into 
things that concern one, one has 
to lend a· hand and contribute 
with one's criticism. and ideas, if 
an institution is going to exist 
and survive. Somebody has to. 
Of course, it is so much easier to 
let the others get involved. The 
lazy individual sits on his ass, 
lets tqe others do the fighting, 
keeps his hands clean, and waits 
for the benefits to come. This is 
Meadow Court 
Shell 
317 N. Meadow St. 
· Ithaca; ~- Y. 
Jerry Holt!en, Mgr. 
.,.II .Types of Repairs 
·· NYS /NSPEC110N STA 110N 
272-~iB.B 
the k111d ot pcr~on who 111,1ke, 
up a large 11umbcr of the !acuity 
of the School ot Huma111t1e, and 
Sciences at Ithaca College 
Take. for example, !ht: II. & 
S. faculty meeting of last 
February 2 I st. There were from 
25 to 30 people prc~cnt, 
including· the Dean and om: of 
his assistants. the Provost and 
one reporter from The Ithacan. 
At that meeting, several very 
<."TUcial issues, which affect every 
person involved in the 
educational process of the 
School of H. & S. were discussed 
and some of the issues became 
legislation. A specific example: 
out of 14 members who make 
up the faculty, of the 
Department of Foreign 
Languages, 4 of us were there. 
Their not being there might be 
interpreted as their not givmg a 
damn. 
Running the School of H. & 
S. is the job of the Dean and the 
faculty of H. & S.; if we do not 
do our duty, .we may be forcing 
the Dean to run it by himself. 
We do not want that to happen. 
On the· other !J,and, if you are 
not helping to tun it, don't hitch 
about things· when they are not 
the way you would like them to 
be. We cannot gue·ss what is your 
pleasure if you don't come to 
your meetings fo fight for your 
rights. Toe College is yours as 
much as it is mine. By accepting 
a position in it, we have acquired 
not only rights, but also 
responsibilities. Attendance at 
meetings, volunteering your 
name to serve on committees 
(appointed or by election, 
departmental or college wide), 
etc., etc., are but a few of the 
responsibilities that go with 
~ 
Students! lmm•diafe 
C.ver_119e. flonthly Payments 
Aw~. C• lnsMl'•ce • 
Metorcycle lnsur-ce . . 
Lee Newhart Ins. 
1111 w.~,.,. St. t7•-n'1 
tead11ng 
Let's refer to another mstance 
ot negligence. During the last 
two weeks. several applicants for 
the now filled office of Provost 
wew available at the Student 
Union Ill order to answer 
questions from students, faculty 
and administration. Everyone 
was invited (the hour was 
inconvement. the matter was 
poorly publicized, the coffee 
was cold, the doughnuts stiff!). 
At a given time, there were from 
l 5 to 35 persons in the room. 
Some people came to everyone 
of the meetings; I suppose those 
were in the Search Committee. 
Nearly all those who came had 
interesting and relevant 
quest ions for the candidates. 
And unfortunately, few faces 
were new from one day to the 
next. The majority of the ones 
who seemed to give a damn 
students and faculty (and Dean 
Baker, himself a candidate) of H. 
& S. Only a few, other than 
those serving in the Search 
Committee, were from the other 
Schools or Divisions of the 
College. Yet, the Provost we 
were all searching for was not 
for the School of Humanities 
and Sciences but for the entire 
College. Why were there not any 
faculty members (other than 
those in the Search Committee) 
from Music and Physical 
Education? Their absence might 
be interpreted as their not giving 
a damn about who would 
become Provost. 
And then, as far as I am 
coricemed, my going to those 
meetings JI went to all except 
for Dr. Darrow's) and my 
Continued on page 11 
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10k0S Was.- God an ·Astronaut? ..... - ~ -J·;)·_ ._ .. ..;,_..;, . 
By Gary Dolinsky 
GODS FV,.OM· OUTER SP ACE - by Erich. von 
Danikert; Bantam Books - Copyright April 1972 
- 180 pp.- Between all the age old myths of how 
life began and all the new theories of how life 
evolved, there seems to be a strange correlation 
concerning the two ( myths and theories). This 
correlation is made even clearer when one has read 
Gods From Outer Space, a fantastic documentary 
by a man named Erich von Daniken who proposed 
and supports the theory that intelligent life came 
to Earth from outer space at certain periods in the 
Earth's history and created man as we know him 
today. 
The book states that the author, Erich von 
Daniken, is not a scholar but rather an autodidact, 
that is , someone who is self taught. But in spite of 
this little technicality, Daniken's research anct 
knowledge concerning this subject is very 
extensive. While writing this book, he worked with 
many prominent astronomers and scientists all 
over the world, including our own Carl Sagen who 
teaches over at Cornell. Of all the scientists 
Daniken has worked with, all agree on at least one 
common 1dea, that is they all seem to acknowledge 
the fact that intelligent life has visited the Earth at 
least once in its history. 
Much of the unexplainable evidence or wonders 
of the world connected with the past such as 
Stonehenge in England, Easter Island and its 
mysterious statues, and some of the Mayan 
temples are explained by Daniken to be works of 
"giants" or "ancient astronomers" who used 
"modern" tools and plans to construct some of 
the structures which to us, today, seem almost 
impossible to have been built with such accuracy 
and immensity without modern tools and 
methods. 
Daniken also claims that the strain of men and 
women on Earth today were "artificially" 
produced by inter-breeding Earthlings with the 
astronauts. It was also the result of "new 
breeding" with human and human. (-At one time 
humans used to copulate with animals as .well as 
with each other but the gods commanded the 
humans not to copulate with:·animals - could this 
be the basis for the original sin?) 
There is a whole chapter in the book called 
"Mankind's Storehouse ·or ··Memory" in which 
Daniken agrees with the Carl fong theory that 
memory can be and 1S inherited. For example, 
when you experience a deja vu, are you 
remembering something that happened to your 
father or your. grandfath«;r's. father? naniken 
smoke and thunder that. w_as ·experienced every 
time people in the 'i3ible rnet God? Was it a 
spaceship? · · 
Much of ~hat is bein~ discovered today agrees 
The 'Right' Ne,ws 
stu'dent media mon_9poly 
regularly attacks American 
business arid the free e'nterprise 
system:· 
with Daniken's theory. Things such as the newly 
discovered Monolith, found on the surface of the 
moon by the Russians·. Could it be a marking post 
for measuring man's progress by 90me other 
intelligent life (Read 200 I: A Space Odyssey by 
Arthur C. Clarke). Daniken also mentions that 
India is very rich in writings (sanskrits) and 
sculpture~. etc. of strange peings anct flying 
objects, found especially in remote mountain 
areas. 
Could the Knowledge and peace that the Indian 
Gurus have obtained and are now spreading to the 
people of the world, have been given to them by 
the beings of some o!i}er planet? 
I ask these bizarre questions in hope that people 
will look into this amazing book (also anot]ler 
book by Daniken Chariots Of The Gods? and reply 
in_ some way to the paper or to me a~out thfa 
strange and mind boggling theory: 
explains that the science and knowledge· that we 
now .possess are inherited memories from the 
"gods" resulting from the interbi;eeding of gods 
with humans. This argument becomes more 
convincing through Da~ken'.s description and 
presentation of .photographs - ancient dray,ings of · 
men dressed as modem day astronauts, figures 
looking like space~hips, etc. What was all that fire, 
MADISON 
(LNS)--Early in January, 
right-wing college students met 
here to kick off a drive to set up 
what they call "alternative 
student newspapers" to combat 
the "media monopoly of the 
New Left" on campuses across 
the country. 
sponsored by the Badger Herald 
Corporation. It was funded by 
the Jefferson Education 
Foundation. The president of 
Badger Herald, Nicholas Lonicllo 
also announced that the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce would 
aid the association by providing 
business contacts tor national 
advertising and fund-raising 
programs. 
At the conference the 
participants heai::d Eugene 
Mcthavin, and associate editor of 
the Reader's Digest, and 
Jenkins Lloyd Jone:.., a 
syndicated columnist who 
puhlically advocates the theory 
of genetic white racial 
-;uperiority. 
The confcrnl'C<-' al,;n heard 
trom Vice l'rl·sident Spiro 
A g n e w w h 1> · ,; l' n t a 
congratulatory lcltn and c.illed 
on !he· ,tulknts to .. call for a 
free. fair anJ rl·,pon,;ihle sh1dcnt 
pres,;. 
( C P ~) - I n a report released 
recently by the Bank of America, 
solid waste from large cities was 
cited as being 37 percent to 60 
pncent paper. And,. says the 
report, increased recycling of that 
waste would cut the solid wru.~e 
explosion by as much as 25 
pcrcl!n t. 
.a National Academy of Scienc, 
recommendation that the nat10 
chould be recycling 35 percent o 
its annual paper consumption b 
1985. 
The report, however, conclud 
that few trees would be spare 
immediately as a result o 
increased recycling because mo 
paper is made from trees gro11 
·specifically for pulp and sawrn 
by-products. 
The conference, which 
resulted in the founding of the 
Independent Alternative Student 
Newspapers Association, was Loniello said the "New Ldt 
COOK-GAUNTLm 
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The five-month-long study also 
concludes that more industries are 
taking an interest in recycling. 
The present recycling level was 
put at 20 percent The report cites 
The paper industry reporte 
$21 ~illion in net sales in 1970. 
• t· . , : 
'"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION" 
BROKERS 
Rohnt S: Boothroyd -- Class of'.24' 
Robt.Tl L. Boothroyd--·- Class of'60' 
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WORDS 
GROOKS 
~ .The Gift, Vladimir Nabokov, Capricorn, 278 pp. 
Chapter One, Fyodor. at his new apartment 
re-reads h_is just published poems about his 
childhood and· runs a score of pages in reminiscient 
criticism. Then he attends a dinner party which 
springs more fugitive memories from his college 
days. This is couc"1ed in Fyodor's narrative 
juxtaposed with the omniscient's narrative. The 
exalted narrator i s s u r e and practised in his 
t>rosody but Fyodor is self-conscious and at the 
front of his explanations. 
Chapter Two, where Fyodor's parents, Olga and 
Co'nstantin, are ·met. We are told about his 
relationship to' his mother, shifting into her 
mechanism f6r reacting to the death of her 
husband, his father. Fyodor uses pericopes from 
encyclopedias · and memoirs to give objectified 
father, then personalizes his version of his sire. The 
gen·eral remarks slip into iteration of an 
entomological peregrination through Tibet. In the 
course of this anabasis, Konstantin · takes the 
narrative job from his progeny's pletchtoes, but 
only to subsequently surrender the sinecure to the 
speaker qf the novel. Peripeteia to Fyodor moving 
into- new-apartment brings the novel-back to real 
time after several dicrete turnovers. 
-~hapter .. Three,- or t~e -·struggle to publish. 
.. Fyo'dor_ lias written a book on a Russian critic, · 
- ChernyShevski, arid, despite some derogatory and 
haruspicatory remarks, manages to find a willing 
publisher. Also is his growing friendship with his 
landlord's daughter, Zina, to whom he reads his 
work as it progresses. The last primary element in 
Fyodor's rhapsodysing on chess, with H's intricate 
pattern of power and unlimited, unstochastic 
possibilities, and crossword puzzles, both so much 
, more enjoyable than real life. 
Chapter Four, Fyodor's biography of 
Chernyshevski, the longest chapter. 
Chapter Five, the resolution of his book, Zina. 
his father and his victimization. The methods by 
which threads are trimmed, tied in or thrown out 
reminds one of a collection of poems by a Dane, 
- Piet Hein. He is a physicist,., philosopher, 
FINISH YOUR DEGREE 
IN BRADFORD /JLonbon. 
Major in Urban Studies beginning in yo~r Jun_ior year. 
Complete your bachelor's in only_ one year mcludmg study 
in London with trips to the Contment. 
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~ 
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mathematician, toy :industry magnate .and poet. 
'Tli~ only ·bcfojcs of his ·to· be found in b_ookstore's 
here are his Grooks series 1-4. (They're on 
Doubleday Anchor Books, approx. 50 Grooks 
long, and one dollar and forty-five one-hundredths 
currency cost.) A Grook is a poem-cum-drawing 
that blends sophistication with sophomoricism. 
The reader can enjoy the cute sketches and 
playful, usually humorous poetry, or, with the 
same Grook, uncover a new phrasing for an old 
familiar predicament. There may not be any new 
lessons in Hein's Grooks, but there are 
restatements marked by clarity, humour and 
cleverness. Take these two Grooks-sans-visuals as a 
gift, the gift. 
whose greatness 
is destined to fall 
h:ivp t11rnPrl n11t 
too ilttle 
to matter at all, 
then stoop 
and discover 
the great in the small. 
Finishing Touches 
Global Grook 
If we want Peace, 
the things we must 
accomplish 
The Great And The Small Gi;ook Proportions 
When great things 
to preserve it are, first 
to win each other's trust 
and, second, 
to deserve it. 
RIECORD IIEYIIEW The' second part of the saga is, for the most part, a narrative, written by Al and Linda Jardine. 
Lt is entitled "The Beaks Of 
Eagles", which is impressive 
prose about how although the 
world has greatly changed, in 
many parts of California. eagles 
have lived for thousands of 
years, living and dying in the 
ways that they have always 
known. 
By Barry King 
Holland; The Beach Boys; 
Warner Bros. Records; - We all 
know by now that the Beach 
Boys have been around us for 
years, ever since that first 
summer -when we heard them 
echoing thcs>Ugh our transistor 
radios down at the seashore. 
Maybe this is what is happening 
now with Radio Netherlands, 
because the Beach Boys have 
changed their home base from 
that of sunny California to 
Holland - thus the title of their 
latest album. 
N o w there are a lot of 
people who still put down the 
Beach Boys as remnants of the 
past and not worth listening to 
today. I would like to say a few 
words to them. Number one 1 
saw them in concert last summer 
and thought they were mediocre 
hut -- 1 listened to the Surf's 
Up album and thought it was 
great. So. if you're into having 
something on wax that vo11 like 
Pattersons 
_ Mobil 
Service Station 
E. Buffalo & 
N. Aurora Sts. 
All types of 
Repairs 
NYS 
INSPECTION 
STATION 
20% 
ALL 
to listen to, try this one out. 
The song that the album 
opens with is "Sail On Sailor", 
and in the great tradition of all 
the recent "sailor songs", is 
pleasant to listen to and making . 
its way up the charts. 
But the big news about this 
a I bum is found in the three 
compositions that make up the 
epic "California Saga". It 
contains great lyrics, fine 
1 ns tru men ta tion, and fresh 
harmonies evident of the Beach 
Boys sound and California. The 
first song was written by Mike 
Love, and 1s a love song to the 
Big Sur. A taste of the lyrics are: 
Cashmere Hills filled with 
ever greens/ Flow in' from the 
clouds down to the sea/ With the 
granite Cliff as a referee/ 
Crimson sunsets and golden 
d a w n s/ M o t h e J d e e r 
with their new born fawns/ 
Under Big ·Sur skies is where I 
belong/. This sets the mood for 
the saga, and the land which is 
still "home" to them. 
The third part of California 
Saga was also written by Al 
Jardine, and it is at this time 
that the music is brought to its 
height, as the Beach Boys sing 
about the greatness of California 
in the summertime. This sounds 
like an old theme but this is 
written and sung so well that 
you just wish you were out lying 
in those California hills. 
There are some other songs on 
side two, which are alright, but 
don't match up to the first side. 
You'll probably get around to 
them after playing side one a 
half dozen times. Also, don't 
forget to play the freaky little 7 
in. record you get with the 
album about a magic transistor 
radio. 
SPEEDY DELIVERY 
(LOW RATES) 
BAMBINO 'S PIZZA 
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DISCOUNT 
ON 
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TAPPING 
THE 
UNIV ER-SE 
By Ward H. Silver 
Jerry Goodman: picking and bowing his hlue el<'ctric: violin, hi.1 IIW.H · 
of back-long hair hides one eye fmm lhC' ai1dic•11n· a1 
the other looks for signals from th<' other hancl 
members; his playing a serie.1· of tautly i11tc·11se 
crescendoes; rising and Jal/in,: to the· whim~ of hi.1 
counterparts; the "contradiction" oj J1io/i11 and rod .. 
Jan Hammer: 
Grimacing his. hoyish face• with each 11011• u1 if it wus 
his last, body urc:.1· und hunds 1mw1n' fi/1111,: lhc· uir 
with Moog gutturu/s, mischievous C'IC'ctrit- 11111110 hi,:lu 
and eloquent grand piano ru11.1· 011 "A l.ut11.1· ()11 lrisli 
Streams". · 
Rick Laird: 
Mouthing the ha.u ,wtes, th<' tru11.1·11ur<·11t 111stn1111c·11t 
seems more like _a toy; plays in u st£'adily f7,,win,: 
manner; keeping this hand's mu.~irnl f<'<'t 1111 th<· 
ground, certainly no eas'.v Jusk; lik<' thl' other, a 
musician visihly e11joy1111{ himsl'lj us he· cu/C'lll'.f hidden 
glimmerings of l{enius: ,·1wrythi111: fl\C'.'i /mm Ill<' h11.1.1. 
Billy Cobham: 
Drummer extra11rdi11uirc: a 11111Si('{I/ 11 Ii fln111i11K, 
taunting und sti111{i111:: ulways 1111' timillK u11</ C'fllllllfrs.v 
variations; speed und s/n'IIKlh; dex1m11s and 1m·ns<•:,t1 
storm from hehind lh<' hank of .1cc-1hro11gh dr11111s; u 
hroad smile fol/ow.1· u hrrlli11111 so/11 i11 1·fl11trast /11 the 
intensity and insularity jl/.\t ,,a.u<'d. 
John McLaughlin: 
The center of e11agy 011 .1tagc; Nardy ct more• 
peaceful, tr1111,1uil Jaa 011 a 111mil'ia11 healthy a11d 
wise; 11 slark C"(}/1/ra.1·/ tu o/ha t:·ngli.1-h 11111siciu11.1, 
drawn um/ h11rni11g 0111 011 /he msid<". Iii.I- 11tayit1K i.1 .rn 
mast<'rfi1/ 1•/cctrimlly and 1'.\'fl£'.Cially a,·,,11st1rnlly · 
II defies and indeed doesn ·, 11ecd expla1111ti"11; 'J'/11• 
l/11iP<'r.1<' hi.~ li111i1. 
The Mahavishnu On.:heslra is 
perhaps the most dynamic hand 
in that amhiguously tldined 
region of music known as 
jazz-rock. Undouhledly their 
two appearances al <'ornl'lrs 
Bailey Hall last Friday evening 
opened a few minds lo the force 
of that music. Tremendously 
creative while i,:onsciously 
attuned to the fine line hel ween 
those two spheres of music, the 
Mahavishnu Orchestra stands oul 
as one of the few hands capahle 
of combining the purely 
aesthetic with lhe inlenscly 
spiritual. 
There is a spiralling sensation 
(inwards or outwards) from llus 
grossly inhibitive world lhal 
emanates from the stage as the 
group performs. McLaughlin 
plays with such ease one mighl 
think him possessed hy 
something extrahuman. Others 
may react to the band as simply 
five extremely tight and talented 
Read an 
_ea~book 
before you 
,eada 
tough-one. 
Ease Into tough reading 
assignments. Cliff's Notes. 
give yau a head 
.. start toward 
understanding 
novels, plays and 
poems. More than 
200 titles always 
available at your 
booksellers. Send 
for FREE title 11st . 
... add1~ and-
-·11 Include a 
handy, reusable, 
watarproof drawstring book bag . . 
Cliffe Notae, Inc., Uncoln, Nebr. 
98501, 
......, .............. 111 
Dul1ng Ille pat 14.,... Cllff'a 
ND11a ,. .... _l,400,000IOrls 
d Pl!*'Uling IWC,clad pulp. 
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individuals. as i1Hked they arc. 
Bui lherl' is mon:. so lllllch more 
l_hal is to he l'Xperil·1iced 
through llll·se mu~icians. /\ 
review s11d1 :1s I his ,is. in a way. 
an inj:islin', for ii ·atlempls lo 
de fi IH'. c,1 I l•go ri 7.l', or lahl'I 
·sonll'lhing harl'ly 1wrccplihle lo 
our minds. 
Wl· may learn somdhing from 
McL,mghlin's alhum litlcs: My 
Goal's Beyond. Devotion. Inner 
Mounting Flamt•, Birds of Fire 
( .. my soul is a Bird of Fire 
winging lo lhl' lnfmile" Sri 
('hinmoy). They reflect lhal 
sense of seard1ing. of 'traveling 
from herl' lo there, lhal plagues 
or soothes the mind when life 
hegins lo st:IL Music is a 
powerful outll-1 fo1 lhal 
sensation and McLaughl_in's 
hands characlt'nze ii hrillianlly _ 
n,e roots are jazz and hlues. 
('ohham has played with Miles 
Davis. McLaughlin with Miles. 
Larry Coryell, Tony Williams. 
and the (,raham Bond lineup 
(Heckstall-Smith. Jack Bml·e. 
Jon Hiseman). Goodman stood 
out from a stagnal ing progressive 
C'hicago-hased hand- known as 
I 
I 
NOTES 
DA'.'.CE CONCERT 
·1 he lthac.i l>anccmakcr, will pre,ent a _concert on Frida\·. \lan:h <J. 
.i~ 8: 15 1'\1 in the Student Lnion (;ym of Well~ College-in Aurora. 
~.Y. I he _concert ",po1w>red hy the Wells College Lecture-; and 
< onccrh (1Clrnm1ttcc and i, opt:'n to the puhlic. Admi~sion i~ free. 
EARLY ROC_K RADIO 
A sp~cial "Recollcctimh'" take, you on a four hour journey into the 
" hos~ world of DJ,; and the· beginning of rock and roll." The total 
recreation or 50\ and <>Cl\ rock radio can be heard Sunday 
hcginning at I 0:00 pm pn WICB AM/FM. 
.. THE ELVIS PRESLEY STORY~' 
J\ I 2-hour documentary on the king of rock and roll, Elvis Presley, 
will he aired exclusively on WICB AM/FM this Saturday beginning at 
12: 15 pm and continuing until 11 :00 pm. "The Elvis Presley Story" 
will lake you through the life of the superstar with words and music 
or Presley and those who know him best. 
CHAMBER BRASS MUSIC FEATURED 
llosl llcnry Kavell outlines the spectrum of chambe;brass music on 
"The World Of Music" on WICB-FM at 9:30 am Saturday. The 
l wo-hour program always features the best classical music and 
comrnen_lary from interesting professors of music. 
the Flock. while Jan Hammer 
and Rick Laird have always been 
jazz-orienlec.l. These roots took 
commercial shape in the late 
I 960's with the rise in 
progressive jazz listening-Le., 
Davis, John Coltrane, Herbie 
Hancock. Freddie Hubbard et al, 
and often through the cou·j>hng 
_of jazz with rock-e.g., Blood, 
Sweat. and Tears, Coliseum, 
Chicago. and a newly directed 
P:1ul Butterfield. among others. 
The Mahavishnu Orchestra; born 
so m clime in I 9. 7 1 , wa-s 
~ 
essentially a synthesis of these 
elements. 
Most of the songs played last 
Friday were off the Inner 
Mounting Flame. They included 
the beautiful "A Lotus On -Irish 
Streams" (with stunning 
acoustical work by McLaughlin) 
· and the encore number· "Vitat 
Transformation". They also 
pla}'ed the title cut from their 
latest album, Birds or Fire. This 
LP is a solid step forwards from 
Flame and is lqulte) 
recommended by this reviewer. 
._, 
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Groucho Marx gives , it to 
Y o u s t r a i g_h t o n 
THE IMPERSONATORS. 
*"* * * * * * * ******·* * 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY PETER 
There were many peaks of 
brilliance at the concert-such as 
the instrumental counterpoint 
harmonies and individual solos. 
But one of the most meaningful 
moments of the evening.''was 
M cLa~g!tlin 's_ gentle, :almost 
. wp.isp~r~d regu~_~t .fo.r,silence at 
the outset. "Music," he said~ "·is 
born from silence." It· .w115-'thb 
appreciation that set the-·tone 
for the performance and· which 
left many ai the end of the show 
with an inner peace words will 
never touch., 
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NOTES 
PUBLIC THEATRE 
EW PUBLIC .THEATRE PRODUC'TIO:-.:- The lthas·a C'olleg<-' Publk 
eat re will star~ selfing tickets. Tuesday :!./ 27. for its up.:oming 
~sentation ... An Evening of Entertainment··. on ~lard1 :!. ~~I. Th<-' 
ow is based on-..a. format of that of a nightdub. The Utree ads will 
elude folk and:-show tunes. comedy and mime: and is dire.:ted hv 
v1d Freiberg: ,_Cam Moody. Liz Ferber and manag<-'d by Lind~ 
auriello:. The cast _consists of 33 IC stud<-"nts and.inter<-'slingly 
ough, -72%_ cif .u,e cast are of departments outside th<.' dratna 
partment. · Wjrte and cheese platters will be availabel at a 
1sonabfe price . .Tickets will be availabe from February ::!7-Mar.:h 8 
d March 26-30 in the_ Union Lobby (I 0-Spm) or hy .phone 
4-3149. There is a $1 cover charge and all seats are reserved. 
me, spend th7 evening, and enjoy another IC Public Theatre 
sentation._ 
. · TROMBONE RECITAL 
~ntieth-ce~tufy_ music for trombone will be featured in a faculty 
ital at !th~ca_c_ollege..l>y Frank Brown, Tuesday evening March 6. 
~ 8_: 15 p.m. concert, at Walter Ford Hall, is free to the public. 
S1Stlng are Mary Ann Cov_ert, piano; Melissa Stucky, viola; and 
nar Holm, cello. 
GREEN ROOM 
Sketches in a Visiting· Sadness," an original dramatic music 
mpositiori with ·piano and chorus, by Alan Ross is the Tuesday 
reen Room production at the Arena Theatre, March 6. 
nder the direction of Ross, a senior drama major, and Melody 
e1trott, a junior in the department, Sketches will have 
operforrnances, at 4 and 8: 15 p.m. The public is invited to attend 
ee of charge. · 
. e cast is· comprisea of Ann Atkins, Cam Moody, Sue Gourd on, 
1chael Stanton and Chris Boada. Music is by William Hawley. Peter 
valin is conductor of the chorus. 
SKI SLOPE OPENS 
he Physical Education Department, in cooperation with the 
mpus Activities Office is happy to announce that the campus ski 
pe is:,open fo! business. Located behind Dorm 3,.the slope is open 
om 2130 p.m. until dark on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday and 
om 12:00· noon until dark on Saturday and Sunday. The gJci slope 
supplied with a rope tow, ski patrolmen and a lift operator. All of 
1s is offered to the community free of charge. It is hoped that 
any people will make use of this facility. 
ANYONE FOR VITAMIN "C"? 
1oat on a sea of=orarige juice-is the feeling of the 47 members of 
e Ithaca College Concert Choir as they attempt to finance a four 
Austria this summer. ' 
eir current fund-raising project is a sale of 1800 boxes of fresh 
ian River citrus fruit between now and the time the college closes 
Spring_recess on March 9. This represents over 85,000 oranges or 
~roximately 40,000 grape.fruit, which, no matter how you squeeze 
is a lot of vitamin C! 
insure delivery of fresh, ripe _fruit, it will be picked only after 
~1pt of the complete ,order in Florida. It will be shipped ~Y 
ngerated truck to arrive on campus aft_er March 26, when classes 
~me. Acc(?rding to Mark Kriebel, choir manager: and Robert Witt, 
1ect director, choir members· will deliver the orders as promptly 
ossible. · · · · 
"WHY DO I DO WHAT I DO" 
~. second in a_series of informal lunches titled "Why I Do What I 
sponsored by the Dean's office of the School of Humanities and 
ences will take plac.e-Monday, March Sat 1:00PM in the Demotte 
m. The speaker will. be Louis De Lanney of the Biology 
artment. Bri~g your lunch and learn from Lou. The last seminar 
I be held on April ,:z- saµn, time a:nd place with David McKeith, 
artment of History. · 
''SYPERSTAR WEEK." ON RADIO 91 
. -
~in?_ing next Sunday, WICB-FM begins "Superstar Week". 
ginning at 2:00 pm, two hours of solid Beatie music can be heard 
l_owed by "The Judy q_ollins Story" at 4:00 pm. Each weeknight, 
1ff~rent personality_ will present the music of a "superstar" group 
artist. Those included will be the Temptation_s, Crosby, Stills, 
sh and Young, James Taylor - C1µ"ly Sim'on, Moody Blues, Bread, 
tana, Mamas and the Papas, Simon and·Garfunkel, Melanie and 
Hollies.· - . . 
ohue-HaJyenon 
Inc. 
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ROMEO & JULIET 
STAGED 
By L<'ah Fackos 
l"ht.' legt'ndary slory of the: lrag1s· y:lung llwas. 
Romt.'o and Juli<-"I. is wdl knllWn ll> llns• ,lllll .111. 
This ll'nds Ill sli..'rt.'olyps• mosl inkqir,·lations ,,f 
Shakt.'sp<-'arc:'s play. mai-.mg ,11w !hat's anylh111g in 
th<' way of uniqus• put up Ill lhs· ss·rntiny ,,f ,Iii. 
The produdion of Roml'o and Juliet dirs•ds•d hy 
Earl l\kCarrol. hs•ing prs·ss•nts·d I hn>ugh Sunday 
night in lhl' I.C. l\la111 l"hl'alrs·. h,1s <:llms· up with 
,just th<' right mylhkal. lh..-alrk,11 tr,·,1lnwnl lh,11 
th<.' imdien.:t.' st'c:ms to s·ollon 1,,. 
This revit.'wer found ii a hil hard ll> as·s·s·pl lhs• 
light aff taken towards lhs• lowrs c:111oli<>ns in tlw 
C'apul!!t Ball anil Bak,1ny ss·c:nt.'. hul \\as 1<11ally 
encompassed in the emolional i111pas·t of llw la~I 
scenes. Both of those' c:;1rly sn·ns·s Sl's·nwd 1,, haw 
probleins in swild1ing from a rs·alisl1c 1,, a 
fantastical world. The ·continuity of liw lasl half 
combined with the motivation aml 1110111s·nlu111 of 
the actors, however. nia,k for a first rah' 
production. 
The multi-leveled Elizabetha11 slag,• of sMls. 
designed by Donald Creason and the superb 
costumes of Fran Brassard again danled lhs· 
audience. This combi'ncd with the suhtlt: lighlin!! 
anti musk help<'J to set the romantic mood and 
tonl.' of lh'-" produdion. 
The pl'rformans·es of Robert Johnson as Romeo 
anti Lisa lnss•rra as Juliet were outstanding. Each , 
Sl"l'llls"tl l<l possess a gre,11 deal of ease and mastery 
lln slags·. Johnson, however. became a bit too 
111cl,,t1rn111atic in a few spots that didn't lend to the 
hs•lkvahility of his d1aradt.'r. 
l.anghter rcign<-'d from the characterizations of 
lhs· Nurs~· hy Meri Krassner ,Ind Peter By Michael 
Slalk. Both poss,·ss a ket'n sl.'nsc of comic timing, 
.inti a fantastic· stags• prl.'sl.'nce. 
Louis Ws•lch as Ml.'rculio and Francisco 
L1!!us·rnl'la ,1s lknvolio ,1lso gave note worthy 
.,kpkl ions. Ws·kh handled l11s role (different from 
lhl· ons·s I.C'. autlis•n.:~·s arc USl.'d lo seeing him in) 
with a grs·al tls·al of polish. 
l'hs• s·asl indudcs others who also gave 
s·o111ms·11<lahk po:rforman.:t·s. too numerous to 
nams•. hul nnl to go unmentioned were the 
portrayals of ('harks Kin:k as Capulet and Matt 
Kwial as Friar L1urc•11n•. 
Till' proiludion w,ill ;1pps•al lo ~vcryonl.' in soml.' 
way. hut if ons· is ;1 romantic at heart, don't expect 
lo k,1w lhs• l(Js·atr.• without shedding at (fast a few 
kars over Ills· tragic ,k,1th of the two young lovers. 
'Sounder' Accurate 
By Pinky Ohanian 
Sounder is the movie presently being shown ,11 
the Cinema in I he Tri pha 111 mer Shopping 
Plaza.Sounder is the dog of a black family living in 
Louisiana in l 933. The movie hits upon the real 
life problems of a black family living in Americ:i. 
. ·The father played by Paul Winfield exemplifies 
what he must do when there is no food on the 
table for his wife and three children. He tries to 
hunt for food, but with no luck he must steal meat 
from the rich white neighbor and serve one year 
doing hard labor. 
The experience and reality of being black in a 
white society is seen very clearly; they driyc, you 
walk; they eat, you don't; they live, you fight your 
best to try. Sounder goes through the same things 
that his master does and is shot by the shenff for 
barking. Love is not only seen for Sounder hy the 
family, but for each and every member workinl,\ 
W~.RDS, 
By Rob Patterson 
The Strange Life Of Ivan Osokin P.D. 
Urspensky, Vintage, 204 pp. $1 .45 
This ~s a short novel with a plot that would be 
familiar to any sci_-fi fanatic. The novel is 
somewhat hackneyed and cliched and the style is 
not that of anyone serious about writing literature. 
The formation and execution are competent but 
uninspiring ind uninteresting. However, this novel 
is saved from worthlessness by that lone ranger of 
lone rangers, philosophy. 
Help me go 'round and then around. 
Help me go 'round, coming around. 
Ivan sees Zinaida off at the train station. She 1s 
going to the Crimea and says she wiffwait for Ivan 
for only three months; if he does not come he 
does not love her. He does not go lo the Crimea 
and soon hears that Zinaida is to be married. 
Everything else is all wrong, also; he cannot do 
anything right. fie despairs and, cumrevolver, goes 
to see a magician. The magician sends Ivan back to 
where he was twelve years before. He has told Ivan 
that he cannot change anything- even though he 
remembers all he knew and all that will happen has 
h-appened. Ivan now is vatic but hates these 
memories. In fact, -says he, they are just ~reams. 
IO!!l'lill"r 10 111;1kl• ii lhrough . 
Ths· wik plays•d hy C'icl"iy Tyson. a beautiful 
and s,·n~itiw adrcss. l;1kes on the responsibilities 
of lhl·ir form and children waiting for her husband 
to rl"I u1 n. 1 il·r oiJL·st son, Kevin llooks. a hrillant 
young hlad. actor seen on TV spe1.."ials, takes the 
long ,1llll hard journey in search of his father with 
Sounder. During his journey Kevin falls upon a 
bl.11:k schoollcad1er, (';1mil\c, played hy Janet 
Mad,achlan, who lakes him in caring for him and 
his <log. 
Love hrings the family through to he reunited 
and proves that when something has to he done, it 
is done. At the end of the film. Kevin goes hack to 
school with Camille and enlightens us by 
saying: "I sure am going to miss this raggedy old 
place, hut I'm not going to worry about it." Taj 
Mahal carries y1i'u musically through the film to 
a<l<l to the continuity of the major themes of the· 
movie. l l is one of the most real films without sex 
or violence of today. It 1s a must lo see it! 
He is ursine hut amhivalent and confused about 
why he does these terrihle things if he knows they 
will turn out ha<lly. Everything is all wrong, he 
cannot do anything right. He sees Zinaida off at 
the station. She is going to the Crimea and says she 
will wait for him for three months; if he does not 
.come he does not love her. He does not go and 
hears that Zinaida is soon to be married. He 
despairs and, cumrevolver, goes to see a magician. 
Well, it seems hke I've been here before. 
There is jolly sport in contrasting and 
comparing (in a well organized and well 
documented paper, old sport) the repeated scenes, 
not unlike (in a plebeian way) the sport in another 
Russian's book; tracking down the eye in 
Nabokov's "The Eye". The middle (29-148) drags 
slightly while Ivan is living (or re-living) his dismal 
years (l 4-26), but the end brings it all back like a 
quick snort of scotch, back to fresh, clean, new, 
re-used life. Urspensky (author of "The Forth 
Dimension" and "Tertium Organum") has written 
a book short on literature and sizeable on 
philosophy, even if examples of it run like this, 
'that the future has already been, that nothing 
exists, that everything is a dream and a mirage.' 
This short novel has a plot that any sci-fi fanatic 
will be familiar with. 
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, .. ,_· :,,, .. ASPCA"'~p' 'fd 1 caimptis' and 
distribute tags which would 
identiff the ct.og as well as the 
owner. 
recovering:and i~~nVfYgtlrstol 
property,,- Opeiation~ID-: w 
consist in engraving, items 
value with tlie -·own~r·s'_ soc" 
security number. Tlie-~numb 
will be engraved on solid parts 
registered items rather than 
tags or model plates. 
Congress vbting membership. 
Student 
Concerns 
Governance .and 
Nominating 
Business 
and 
Activities 
The p~oposal allows the 
Executive Board assuming· office 
the following year to change the 
budget only with approval of 
two-thirds of the entire voting 
membership of Congress. 
'\further, we realize our 
responsibility in enforcing said 
poli'cy. In so doing we 
re·commend that all students 
---~1---------1-----~4-----r---ll share in the responsibility of A record of the items ,mark~ the location of the markings an 
VP VP Governance VP caring for said anim_als." 
Student Relations. Business Campus Pres Operation Identification 
1 the numbers used will he· mad 
in .duplicate - copies' be1 
distributed to the owner and tr, 
l.C. Office of Safe.ty an 
Security. The S 7 5 will lie u~ 
to purchase· engraving pen,1 
which will be available on lo, 
The Executive Board leaving 
office would act in an advisory 
capacity to the new Board. l
r-Co_m_in_uw_·c_a_t_io_ns-..:;;-::----,---~,-----ll~Af-::f;:a:ir:s:· ~r"1I The Congress allocated S75 to 
a project proposed by the-
/2---.......;:;........,1• Community Health and Safety New Ideas 
Also proposed was the. 
institution of a New Ideas 
Committee which would 
"actively publicize its existence 
and work with any member of 
the college community to 
facilitate and implement new 
ideas and programs." The 
Committee called"Operation 
_____ .,. .. _-= ____ _,. Identification". Designed to 
Fa<:._ul_!r 
Council 
c o m m i t t e e w o u l d a I s o services, passed by a margin of 
inaugurate new and innovative 30-1,0·3, reads as follows: "That 
programs on its own. Student Congress become the 
The New Ideas Committee decision-making body ofor all 
would not supercede existing situations concerning Ithaca 
committees but "help people get College's food service programs. 
around the college bureacracy This means that S~udent 
and work with other groups and Congress would have the final 
individuals in enriching the say over acceptance or rejection 
atmosphere for all members of of anv food service company, as 
the college community." The well as havmg full responsibility 
committee would be open to · --. for soliciting opinion from the 
five students appointed by the community concerning food 
Chairperson of Congress with s e r vi c e . '' The motion 
the approval of.~ohgress. concerning pet policy was in 
The proposals evolved at reaction to the Community 
Sunday's workshop will be voted Council's action of February 22. 
upon next week and require a At that meeting the Council 
two-thirds vote of the members voted to restrict all pets from 
present. the campus beginning_ next 
No Union-No Pets? semester. Observers insist that 
The motion calling for the Council's action was taken in 
Congress control of food or~er to .foresta11 an outcry by 
Community 
Council· 
maids and custodians for 
unionization. They are 
reportedly using the pet issue as 
a wedge to force organizing 
action, which would probably 
result in strikes unless wage 
demands were met. 
The motion passed by 
Congress reads as follows: "That 
the Stuaent Congress strongly 
urge reconsideration by the 
Commu·nity Council of ·the 
newly passed pet policy. We urge 
reinstatement ·of the recent 
'·'leash policy". ,Vfe urge strong 
- enforcement of 'said policy by 
the Vice President· of Student 
and Campus Affairs office. We 
also accept responsibility for the 
tagging of all Ithaca College 
dogs. That is, Congress, at the 
beginning of next year, will take 
the initiative in getting the 
Saturday, March 3 • 9 PM 
• Ben Light Gymnasium 
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f ~aductians 
WHY A DUCK? because WHO'S ON FIRST!! 
Both new, fully illustrated books on 
THE MARX BROTHEQ.S and 
ABBOTT and COSTELLO. 
Included are pictures and dialogue 
from many of your favorite movies~ 
deter burglars 'and assist police in from Safety. 
Ilews sho.rts_·,._. 
... ---........ 
For students interested in health-related careers. a lecture on th 
Ithaca Co1lege Clinical Laboratory Intern Program .will be presente 
by -Dr. David Safadi of Trumansburg on Thursday, March 1 at. 6p. 
in 111 Science Building. Dr. Safadi is Director of Laboratories ~n 
Chief Pathologist, at T~mpkins County pospital and a· visitin 
professor at the College in health administration. . · ; 
The Laboratory Intern Program, scheduled to begin this summer, 
designed for training biology and chemistry majors in . medica 
technology. The student interns' will spend one summer and on 
semester during their ·undergraduate studies at Tompkins Counti 
Hospital where they will receive practical instruction in bacteriology 
chemistry, hematology, histology, blood bank and serology: Th. 
internship also includes course training in health administration. 
The Finger Lakes Runners Club will hold its March meet of. the '7 
season on Sunday the I Ith, starting time at 2:30 at the indoor track 
Barton Hall, Cornell University. Registration opens· at 2:00.· Even 
are arranged according to ability and are scheduled for the 'Run Fo 
Your Life' group who run mainly for health,and fitness, and th. 
competition group who run for what competition offers then: 
Distances run are 1/2 mile, l mile, 2 mile and 3 mile. The mee 
schedule will continue on the second Sunday of each month. It · 
hoped that the meets will stimulate and motivate individuals t 
conduct one's · own personal conditioning program. Anyon 
interested regardless of age, sex or ability is welcome to participate 
New FM Station 
A new stereo FM radio station 
grace, the airwaves beginning 
today. The station,WXXY, at 
I 04.9 megahertz, began 
broadcasting today at 6 a.m. 
with the Bill Brill Show, "The 
Lion Sleeps Tonight". The early 
morning wake-up show will 
feature comedy and solid gold 
music. Oldies continue through 
the day with the Dave Nichols 
Show at 11 a.m. From 4 p.m. to 
6:30 your host is Nick Warren, 
who will continue the trail of 
golden discs that comprises the 
mainstream of the station's 
Mike Collett 
rounds out the day· 
b'roadcasting with hour-Ion 
blocks of music, each ho' 
spotlighting a different aspect 
the music world. 
WXXY, located in the hea 
of the southern tier in Monto 
Falls, has an extremely power/ 
. FM stereo transmitter, which 
, capable of reaching· the- enti 
Ithaca, Elmira, and ·watki 
Glen area. Tune ii). . someti 
between 6 in the rooming ar 
12 midnight, seven days a wee 
and catch the newest sound 
the_Jthaca area. · 
WXXY 
•The LIVBkY-
~ -TAVBRIT -
2"7Slatemil.M. 
Tuesday thru Saturday 
5 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Dinners Served 6:00-8:30 
Reservations Reque~ted- 539-7-724 
GENEROUS COCKTAILS 
·GREAT FOOD 
RELAXING ATMOSPHERE 
Week-encl ·s1n91°alo"g with player piano 
. ~: . . 
_, 
. .., ~ . ,•.. . -
., · .... ~· ~ ,, ,·,,' · ..· .: ,,; . ' .......... , ~ . 
-... --rr.~ .... -
GIV·E· A 
DAMN 
Continued {;om page 5 
asking all sorts· of questions did 
not make any difference in the 
decision of the Search 
committee. They· did not 
prepare a questionnaire for us to 
express our opinions on the 
candidates or to indicate our 
choice. Nor. did any member of 
the committee ask me personally 
what I thought ~bout-1lny of tlie 
candidates. If l give. a damn I 
want to be counted."I remember 
that when the college- was 
looking. for a. Dean· of ·Arts & 
Sciences; (now called H .. &.S.) we 
had ·tli.e~-same kind ·of.open 
meedng's·; with several 
candidates. At the end of the 
round, a sheet was ·passed 
around with' lhe names of the 
candidates, on which we were 
able to indicate our first; second 
or third choice, before the· 
committee W.Otild make the 
recommendation. I suggest that 
this be done in future cases. By 
pointing. . out this. flaw in the 
sdection of the Provost, I.do not 
mean to say that the committee 
has not made the right -choice. I 
am .perfe-~tty~--eon'fident,:.:that-·'·· 
Provost Darrow will get more · 
thmgs done··now that he is not 
Acting: 
Since I · am offering all these 
suggestions· freely, one more for 
the road won't hurt anybody 
(for the purpose of these loose 
notes is not to hurt anyone in 
particular).' The matter of tenure 
for the Faculty was thoroughly 
dealt with at those meetings. I 
was unpleasantly surprised to 
hear from more than one of the 
candidates_ that they _are not' in 
favor of the tenure system as it 
exists now. They said they 
would like to do away with it. In 
order to get back at them. I 
would say to th~m 'that 'j helieve 
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that_ the appointment for the. 
office of Provost should not be 
for an- indefinite time, 
permanently, as it were. I think, 
that the persons appointed to fill 
the positions of Deanii,Directors 
of Divisions, Provost, 
Vice-Presidents and President 
should have a 3-year contract. 
They should be evaluated 
periodically by their 
corresponding. constituencies, 
and· if the performing of their 
functions proves satisfactory, 
their contracts could be renewed 
every three years. 
education. 
Edward de 'Aguero -
Associate Professor 
-of Modem' Languages 
PROVOST 
transition from Acting Provost 
to Pro'lost,"· -- ... 
Dar row came to Ithaca 
College as an Assistant Professor 
•of Chemistry seven years ago. He 
is a past chairman of the Arts 
and Sciences Faculty Council, a 
past member of the AlLCollege 
Continued from page 1 Faculty Council, and has been 
services as the library, activeinthetwo-yearlongLong 
instructional resources, and Range Planning efforts for the 
student health. College, serving on the Steering 
Offices reporting to the Committee and the Committee 
Provost include Academic on Academic Organization and 
Directors and Deans, the College Campus Governance. 
Librarian, the Registrar, the Was Visiting Prof. At Earlham 
Di re c t ors of Adm is s ions; He has also been a visiting 
. Neither do I think that the Instructional Resources Center; professor at Earlham College in 
Board of Trustees should elect Art Museum; Health Services; Richmond, Indiana, under a 
its members with perpetuity. Grad u a t e s t u dies and special teaching intern program 
(Just yesterday a student asked Continuing Education; Foreign by the Kettering Foundation. 
me how does an individual Studies; and the Assi~tant to the Darrow 1s a member of the 
becom~ - a trustee: The Ithaca Provost.- , Amen can Chemical Society, 
College Handbook- says: "The Phillips: "Full Support" American Association for the 
Board is a self-perpetuating Commenting on the Advancement of Science, 
board and its members shall be appoint men! of Dr. Darrow, Nati on al Science Teachers 
chosen by the vote of two-thirds President Phillips said .. , have Association, Science Teachers 
of the active membership of the thoroughly enjoyed working Association of New York State 
-Board.") All things on this earth with Dr. Darrow this year as I and the A mencan Association 
FREE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
FOUND: 1 contac lens. Holmes Hall 
TV Lounge. Feb. 20. Terry 3280. 
Want to add a llttle color to your 
lives? 
Call WLSD's COLORREQUEST 
LINE at 277-3320 and request your 
favorite color. 
Ride offered to Florida. March 9th. 
Call Betty 273-5019. 
Dear Roach & Stewy, 
The bookstore Is having a clearance 
sale on Bus. Fin. books. Boy, Just 
what you always wanted. 
Love, 
Murph 
Ithaca College Public Theatre 
nlghtcl u b show "An Evening of 
Entertainment". Tickets available 
from Tuesday 2/27·3/8 and 
3/26-3/30 In the Union Lobby 
( 1 Oam-Spm). Cover charge $1.00. 
Reserved seats only. Performances 
March 28-31. 
To the sisters of Delta Psi Kappa 
The Dirty Dozen Lives! 
Cooperation 
- including ma ii - a re have rnme to understand anti for Higher Education. 
perishable. Man wears out with respect his deep prokssional lie and wife Catherine have ~~rb~~~~ing to feel about you the 
·age. His mind also, and his concerns about t hl' Colll'l,!C. I le two daughters. Carolyn, S, and same way you said. you felt about 
receptivity yo new ideas. Man is will ·haw thL' full ~upport of the: (;retchen, ::!. and presently reside me. Love ya, 
a slave to instinct and to academic i:ommunity 111 111, in Spencer. II.Jew York. _ M.E. 
patterns of-beha~ior. Thinking is · · ••••••••• ... •••-•• .... ••••• .. ••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••• but one mode ot behavior: I do r--••••••• 
not mean to ~mphatically statt' O · 
that every·ind1vitlua~ ovci_- 50; for•: GI A4 RD , 
example. cannot cons1derahlv 
i_mprove his ability to think I 
~reativ~ly. I eve1~ helkve that:• I MOTORS INC. 
few ot them would keL'P lhe·1r 231 El • R d 
open-mindedlll'S~. I am af1aid mna oa . 
t_h~ oppositl' wo111~1 ht· mo1t· • Ithaca Ny 14850 (607)273-2522 
likely to happen. It the· Bnard I · · I 
members a·rt· ch osc•n h, 0 
thems~lvt•s to hL' tlll'l't' "t1il: i 
death 11~ do par1". and 11 th,·•: 
Handbook ,tat,·, 1 h.11 "th,· 
Board nf I 111,1",·, ,h_.ill h.1,,· I 
~ ll !lf e Ill l' t' ll 11 t Ill I , > \ ,. I I h ,. I O 
Collt'l,!t'··. ,Zim,·hnth. si>111,·h1>\\. o 
~Olllt'llllll' < rt·al ,onn'. I ,h,,11ld kl ·, 
tht' B0a1d knn\\ 1h.11 11 ,,,,uld h,• 
d e' i rah IL- ( Ill (l' I \\ I' l' ,I II d 
~:~~:~~
1
h!~~.::pl~·
0 
\\';;::,~. '1\~h::.i~.:~,·,;: I :-,'r 1972 sccA·· CLAsS·'-F' CHAMP 
. •'\dbles'" 
.,II._~( 1159 [RYDEN RD. ~ 
iA Little Money For A Lot Of Performancef 
1 Stock No. 82-JO $2,550 . 
1. .................................................................. .. 
'\D)' 3 MILE~FROM114E.CORNELL CAMPUS ~ 
:r~ .... Beif~ 
Sf.'l't,lt!lt/ .wil/J a crisp (Jfeen salad and /Jof _ 
brear/~ · Qnly $3 3S-
8-tQOr/v Af arys ALWAYS 60t! -
Mi1fer,-Mo/oon Ille, Porter on lop 
FRI.&"SA]'. "THE ALM-0$T EMPTY.JUG BAND" 
~ . . ' . 
'The Asiatic Garden 
1_18 W. State St. 
Th·e B.est in Chinese 
American Food. 
G.ood Service with a 
C~~g_enial :Atmosphere 
T-b ::·••~ve· you· b-tt~r 
-. • ~ I • ' 
. ·:·· .~:: --~; :· . -S~nrjng -~ thaca Since • 9 31 
· .. ·. 
An important announcement to every 
student in the health professions: 
NEW SCHOLARSHIPS 
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 
THEY COVER TUITION AND 
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN 
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL. 
If a steady salary of $400 a 
month and paid-up tuition 
will help you continue your 
professional training, the 
scholarships just made pos-
sible by the Uniformed 
Services Health Professions 
Revitalization Act of 1972 
· deserve- your close attention. 
Because if you are now in a 
medical, osteopathic, dental, 
veterinary, podiatry, or op-
tometry school, or are work-
ing toward a PhD in Clinical 
Psychology, you may qualify. 
We make it easy for you to 
complete your studiei;. You're 
commissioned as an officer as 
soon as you enter the pro-
gram, but remain in student 
status until graduation. And, 
during each year you will be 
on active duty ( with extra 
pay) for 45 days. Naturally, 
if your academic schedule 
requires that you remain on 
campus, you stay on campus 
-and still receive your active 
duty pay. 
Active duty requirements 
a.re fair. Basically, you serve 
. one year as a commissioned 
officer fo1: each year you've 
participated in the program, 
with a two year minimum. 
You may apply for a scholar-
ship with either the Army, 
Navy or Air Force, and know 
that upon entering active 
duty you'll have rank and 
duties in keeping with your 
professional training. 
·· The life's work you've cho-
sen for yourself requires long, 
hard, expensive training. 
Now we are in a position to 
give you some help. Mail in 
- the coupon at your earliest 
convenience for more detailed 
inf01·mation. 
r----------------, I r~~t Fmcn: Scholar.hip• 
I Un1v('rs.al City. Trxu 1K14t' 
I I d('a1rr 1nfurmatlon fur th(' tolluwln1t 
I i•n.:t;;,;= Navy [1 Alr 1-·urt-t' 
I B Mcd1ca\10.tN>11athic O Dt'1lt11I 
1 B ~~~:~·~rrn9 !;~tr~?: ____ _ 
NanH· 
Sot- 5tt =--------
A,ldn..,._,. ________ _ 
(.'1ly _________ _ 
~l:1lr·-----Z111 ___ _ 
1-:111•ul1C'II nt------,.---(Schoul I 
To ~r.ulnnh.• In, _______ _ 
IMunth, (Yr:,.rl l~rLt) 
D:t\<' uf hlrlh 
Ulnnth) CD:i.yl IYt':i.r) 
I • 1'1Mi1:itry 11,111ua1ln\,\C' in Air Furer Pr,,rr:un. L----------------J 
... ..... -
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Records Set As Merm.en· 
Prepare For. State Meet 
By Dave Rives 
The lthacans saved the best 
for last as they upset St. 
Lawrence 60-53 m the I.C. pool 
last Saturday m I.C.'s final home 
appearance of the year. 
''Everything went according 
to plan", remarked Goach Bill 
Ware in the victory locker room 
after the meet. "Actually, we 
did better than expected, 
especially in the diving." 
· The Ithacans started things 
out right with the team of Dave 
Sherman, Peter Dodge, Mike 
Marino, and Steve Leitzinger 
taking the opening 400 yd. 
Medley Relay. Jim Stahl was 
9'ali£lbaia·· B A/tmao,&Green · ~ 
Cfbo,d~ Jewelers - · 
c.Alle.l!I~ UOll. /448.Slata~·<Klt2.-tetO-
DM91,-T,mJall 
"Brand names retailer-of-the-year" 
. . .. Twice 
KEEPSAKE DIAMONDS 
Expert Watch and :Jewelry Repairing 
Remounting of Diamonds 
Open til 9 Friday nights 
au111111s I Baar 6.95 
ONLY ON MONDAYS 
Roa.st Prime Ribs of :Beef 
All the Cha.mpa.gne you ca.n drink 
Steak Bl Grape 6.95 
ONLY ON T,UESDA YS 
Generous l lb. Sirloin Steal!: . 
All the Spa.rkling :Burgundy you ca.n drink 
BEEF and B&&ZE 6.95 
ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS 
Roa.st Prime Ribs of :Beef 
All the Drinks you cli.Ji drink with :cinner 
Steak &_Spirits 6.!l5 
ONLY ON THURSDAYS 
Generous l lb. Sirloin Steal!: 
All the Drinks you ca.u 4w with :Diuer 
u,1vERSITY 
DELICATESSEN 
COLLEGE AVE. 
OPEN 
24 HOURS 
DAll.Y 
lobstQr & Uquor ·6.M.: 
ONLY ON FRIDAYS 
Live Ma.me Lobster 
All the Drinks you ca.n 4w with :Diuer 
. I 
,,, -,.ir.,f!:!~, _ ... ,.- .......... ,...,,,._,.. __ .,h .. ~•-.... - .... ,~~~--·-.... ~ 
victorious in the 200 LM. 
marking his I 3th win in as many 
starts this season in that event. 
That win also gave Stahl a new 
record for most points scored in 
one season. The old mark was' 
also his, set 2 years ago. The 200 
I.M. win plus a second in the 
I 00 Free gave him -1 26 points 
for the year. With one year of 
competition left, Stahl has 361 
career points 
Senior Bud Rimbault ended a 
a brilliant dual meet for LC. on 
Saturday w,ith a second in the 
I 000 Free, and a pair of thirds 
in the 200 Fly and 500 Free, 
amid some tough competition. 
Rimbault ended up with I 00 
points on the season and 3 I 4 
career points, placing him 
second on the all-time scoring 
list behind Stahl. 
Other winners for LC. were 
Scott Handler in the I Meter 
Dive and Dave Williams in the 
200 Back. Handler also captured 
a second in the 3 meter, while 
Conrad Markert added a pair of 
thirds. The diving turned out to 
he the most enjoyable part of 
the meet, as Ithaca's diving 
hoards finally arrived hack on 
campus after a long interval in 
the repair shop. "The boards are 
in )!reat ~hape". remarked C'o,lch 
W J re happily. l·k had reason· to 
be happy. lie didn't have to go 
lo Cornell to borrow their old 
Olll'..., 
I he· mfet came down ,to the 
c:lm111!! 4d0 yd. Free Relay. St. 
l..1wrenct·· grabbed' a quick lead 
at t1r~t. hut this time th,• 
Ithacan~ were ready for the 
othei: rel~y __ team J,3~d man J 
McGinley -;ind-·anchorman St 
turned t):iings around to ca 
horn~ a good half a pool !en 
ahead of the Larries: 
A lion's share of· the ere, 
belongs to the rest of the te 
who raked in points with fi 
back-up performances,.· a~ 
L-awre.nce took 8.of i 
individual victories. Marino to 
second in the. 200 Fly?' ju1t 
body length away from.victo 
Peter Dodge had his best·day 1 
with a pair of seconds in the i 
I .M. and 200 Breast. J 
McGinley did a sensational j. 
in the 50 Free, splitting the, 
Law re nee swimmers, th, 
avoiding a critical ·St. La wren 
swee.p- in that event. I), 
Sherman came through With 
second behind Dave William; 
the 200 Back. Williams also to 
third in the 200 Free, and } 
Graves scored with a third in 
200 Breast. 
"It was great to win the ! 
meet of the year," comrncni 
Ware. "We can savor it all "' 
especially since it snappei a 
meet losing streak." The le, 
plans to leave for the state m· 
at Canisius on Thursday for tf 
annual two day competn1c 
W h i l e n o t ··m a k i n g a r, 
p_redjctio·ns, Cfoach Ware 
hoping· to ·see some sol· 
p;rformances by most ot t 
team, _ especially Markert a 
Handler in. the dj_ving ,: 
Marino, Stahl and Rimbault , 
their respective indiv1du 
events. "Just about all· ot I' 
guys are capable of placing 11 
if they · can get psyched up 
remarked Ware. 
SOME -STU.DENTS T'HIN 
SCHOOL IS; 
ClDull 
Dlrrele.vant 
' ... ,, 
''HAPPY'S 
HOUR"-
Friday and Satu·rday 
. ;" ·. 
~' ~ 
3-7.•p.in. 
, MOST MIXED-DRJNKs.50(: 
PITCHER· PF BUD. StOO 
DAil..,Y SOC 
DRINI~ 
SPECIALS 
Be_~r·25c 
· 1 until 7P.M . 
M-'1-AA-- N·ews· 
By Dave Rives 
he M.I.A.A. Softball season 
ins March 28 with the 
anizational captain's meeting 
Silver Tongued Devils 
One Step Beyond 
Delta Kappa 
Knicks 
Diseased Possessed 
Un U Ujuma p.m. in P-5 of Hill Center. 
sters for the dual league 
cuit, P_ro & College are 
ilable in the M.I.A.A. office. 
Pro West 
team 
estaonshea lllruts are 12-14 
n per team. Anyone 
rested in umpiring may pick 
further information also in 
M.l.A.A. office. 
The Zip 
Landon 
Polish Nation 
Talcott Tods 
The Fifth 
Outcasts 
Basketball Standings 
All Star Semi Pro 
team wl 
K 7 0 Willy & the Boys 
Gang 
Trix-R-4-Kids 
Prospect Manor II 
Bamf 
enge 6 1 
inged & Doorless 4 3 
.S. 3 4 
t Time Around 3 4 
d 34 Space Cowboys 
Turkeys 
Holmes Hawks 
25 
25 
Pro East 
JI. Revisited 
w 1 team 
7 O R-C-H 
College 
M. 5 2 Tatkoites 
This Year 
70~000 
• ••• • 1maugranls 
· will come 
home lo 
Israel 
70,000 Jews will come to Israel this year. They come 
with t~e hope of building a new life. They come driven 
by.!he need to live as Jews in a free Jewish society. 
The future of the immigrants is our responsibility. 
And whe:i they come home to Israel we ·must 
provide for their most u·rgent needs: 
• apartments for the new families 
• scholarships for the children 
• language and job retraining for the parents 
Our help is desperately needed for their survival. 
. L..=st give them the tools 
- ~• to reshape-their lives. 
lhe ~-se ·_ 
,. -OMTOntE 
. ,..,,.. 
- isRAEi.-£MERtENCY FUND 
OF 11iE UNl1'ED JEWISH APPEAL . . 
. ',, 
....... 
·-
5 2 
42 
34 
2 5 
I 5 
06 
wl 
4 1 
32 
3 2 
3 2 
23 
23 
wl 
60 
5 I 
33 
3 3 
3 3 
24 
I 5 
06 
wl 
6 I 
6 I 
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Prospect Manor I 5 2 Zeros 1-'6 Bearded Clams II 9 1 
Golden Jocks 53 El Vatos l 6 House Mothers 82 
Varnaville· CC 44 American Hangovers 72 
Country Bums 33 team wl The Blue Jets 63 
Pi Lam A 25 Bearded Clams 80 Dudes & the Chicks 63 
· Woodstock 1 6 The Wizard 7 1 The Plow Drivers 45 
Teen Queens 07 Mavens 5 3 E.T.G. 46 
Volley Ball Eddie's Bears 43 The Hot Rats 2 7 1 
National Zip 44 Spike Wells l 9 
team 
Spikers 
Dem Bears 
Bad Mothers 
Bamf 
Ha waii-S ix-0 
R.C.H. 
. 
\ ,l..>\~:)1 
wl Mad Turkeys 44 l.B.T.C. 9 1 
6 I Secret Squirrel 34 
6 1 Golden Jocks 1 5 
5 2 Hummers 07 The _initial meeting of the varsity 
. 
' 
43 Team 13 07 track team will be hei<! Monday 
34 Co-Ed Volleyball March 5th at 3:30 in room P-5 
25 team wl of the P.E. Building. 
SEE THE 
NEW 
OLLEGE SMOKER 
P ANDED STORE 
Pipes/ 
We Have The 
Pipe Of Your 1 
Dreams/ Or 
May/Je You Are 
Thinking Of. 
Starting. 
Come Talk To (Is 
And We Will Get 
You Started Hight/ 
SlllE! 
During The Month Of 
February , A Different 
Sale Item Every Day 
Games! Chess Sets! 
Candles! Scented, 
Fancy And Plain! 
Ho_u~_~wai:e lt_ems!_ 
Yarns! 
Headgear! Coffees, Teas, 
Gourmet Cheeses, Virtually 
An-d Peanut Butter Everyth ing 
That \Vould 
Made On T. kl y F , The Premises! ic e our ancy · 
And A Lar~e Sel_ection Of Ci~i.lrs And Tobaccos, 
lndudin~ Our Own Blends Made With Our 
Top Grade Blendin~ Tobaccos! 
----------- ...... ---w itll tllis coupon 
You ,get 2S%olf 
iJN -I/NY POSTER!! 
WHc;> DIP OFFER, FOR THE A MOST WONDERFUL. MEANS 
. -.. ~-· .. 
-·.-'=" .. 
.. ...:..:. .............. :: . ,:. 
· .. ,- .. , ....... 
PRICE OF TWO 6-PACKS OF OF-TRANSPORTATION. 
SCHAEFER. BEERE I • 
~~~~~~ 
~)J;J;J\JS ~~\..J.N,J 
Schaefer Breweries. New York :N.Y., Baltimore, Md., Lehigh Valley, Pa . 
,, 
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Congratulations are due for 
Guy Van Bancroten, for his 
outstanding performance in the 
Phi E K lounge immediately 
following the Sweethearts Ball. 
Guy was shooting pool and 
really moving the balls around. 
He was hitting so hard that he 
eventually broke his stick. Guy 
was very hot at the conclusion 
of l11S game. Guy was quoted as 
saying, "Gee rm glad this wasn't 
a dry run.'_' Guy, the studen_ts of 
~i 
2 
Ithaca College that know yau, 
all are very happy you finally 
scored your first victory. 
The I.C. winter season teams 
are now completing their 
schedules. The brightest star that 
sparkles through all of the J.C. 
'73 winter records is the Ithaca 
College Women's Basketball 
team. These women hoopsters 
are still undefeated with_ seven 
victories. "Keep the star 
sparkling, girls!" 
.. . The· men's Lacrosse te'am has·· 
/farted · thefr· pre.,.s-eason 
, . yiorkouts this past week. There 
aie a good number of returning 
players and it looks like another 
championship season for _the . 
boys with the sticks. The 
Lacrosse team will also be taking 
a trip to' Maryland during the · 
second week of Spring Vacation. · 
There will be scrimmages and 
games scheduled. This is the first 
time a venture of this type has 
been taken by the Ithaca College. 
Lacrosse Team. This is not a free 
ride for the team, as one might 
expect. The team will stay in an 
armory and will pay for their 
meals and part of their 
transportation. Good Luck 
Wally! 
Earl 
'Smitty' 
Smith 
Night 
March 2 • in the Pub 
Happy Hour 4-pm--6 pm 
· 15.t Drafts -7 pm--8 pm 
i -, I ~' '• • ' .,- ..... ,,. 
.:-... ~ , .... 
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Athlete <?/--'the Week~i=: 
. ,. . . '": '. ... . .1:· 
ITHACA ... An outstanding 
performance at the New York 
State Invitati.onal wrestli:p.g 
Tournament has earried "Athlete 
of the Week" honors for Ithaca 
College's Paul Iacovelli. 
Iacovelli, seeded- second in the 
tourney, won all three of. his 
st-arts, including· a decisive 
victory over first-seeded Mike 
Parente of Brockport in the 
finals, t_o take the 190 
championship .. The three _wins 
ICl<EY'S 
MU.SIC STOR·E 
2Q·1 s. Tioga St 
Ithaca,, N.Y. 
272-8262 
- gave the former -Ithaca High star 
an uverall 16-1 record for the 
season. 
After posting a 9-1 dual meet 
re cord, Iacovelli won the 
Independent __ College Athletic 
Conference title, two·weeJcs-'.ago, 
with another strong 
performance. His -victory in the 
· State Invitational has earned him 
an opportunity to participate ip 
· Continued on next.page·.:.-~ 
'1:? 
Specializi~g-~_·a·"--. -high -'--9r'1.de~ 
photo _finishing 
CARRYING ALL CAMERA SUPPLIES AND. EQUIPMENT, 
. corner of ~.a.te ·and ·aurora,- --· 
S:ATURDAY 
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MARCH 3:r 12:15 to 11 ·PM 
WIC-B 
..;..--
·NCAA ~ollege Division A junior physical education 
mpionships at South.Dakota major, Iacovelli is the son of Mr 
te this weekend._ - , _ . . _ _ and -~rs. Paul Iacovelli of 719 
, .. 
Hudson Street in Ithaca, and is a 
1970 gradµate of Ithaca High 
School. 
Varsity Club Revived 
The Ithaca College_ Varsity 
b will hold an organizational 
eting on Friday afternoon, 
ch 29th. The time will be 
announced at a later date. 
The purpose of the meeting is 
to discuss the future of the club, 
receive nominations for officers 
Anniversary Sale 
THE IRON SHOP 
March 5 to 17 
IFTS, FURNITURE AND FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT 
108 E. STATE ST. 
and to appoint committees. 
Phill Langan invited the 
representatives_ from each team 
to a meeting two weeks ago to 
see how the club could- be 
revived and how it could help 
the athletic program at Ithaca 
College. A second meeting was 
held last week and committees 
were formed to plan the 
upcoming elections, write the 
constitution and determine the 
awards for the annual banquet. 
The interest among those in 
attendance was high; arid the 
meeting on March 29th is 
intended to bring all the letter 
winners in the 13 varsity men's 
sports and the nme women 
varsity sports up to date on the 
progress of the committees, and 
secure their assistance in 
building the Varsity Club mto 
something more than a paper 
organization. 
The Ithacan, March 1, 197 3 ~age 1 S_ 
r If Jrsd c(~i 
ALL _FfEGULAR 
MIXED DRINKS 
50¢ 
. STRAIGHT GIN 
Fridoy 
BLACK MAGIC 
Soturdoy 
ATLANTA 
114 W. Green 
t,troducing · -
Th, .. Pineapple Wine 
Hangup. 
C~anc~s- ~re you've tr_ied niany ?.f the n~w 
fruit wines: And thoi.ighf they were pretty· 
good._Well npw there's one.you'll really 
get hung up on. 
Mardi Gras Pineapple·Wine. 
It tastes just like fresh, juicy, deli<;ious . 
pineapple because it's made from fresh, 
juicy pineapples. Splash it ov_er rocks and 
pass it around. Or mix Mardi Gras'with 
anything for a wild new taste: It's-a· 
hangup no mc;1tter how you ~rink-it. 
Send for your · 
"Mr. Pineapple's.Back" poster 
Mardi Gras also ha~;~- h~ngµp for your · · 
wall. It's our nutsy}!\_r . .-·P,ih~pp_le's Bac:W. 
poster. A big· 22 x ~2:inch'~-~~' 1~--~~.a·µtif_ul_ '. :·_1: 
four-color. Just sen'd-_15~-_tq C::o~er,po~_tage:;. :; ·_. 
and handling (in che<:k.or.:inone.y-p~dE:( '.};, 
only) to: Middlebrook; D~pt_.~~2.. ... . .'·> :~: 
275 Madison Avenue~NewYotk, ....... -.::.-:., 
New York l0016. ,- ·, (f-(·' ~ -:: · · : · ·. ·.: .;_ 
L1m1trdolfereap1res0!cem~J1.1973 ~~ep,oh1btledbylf1w ;: . .,._"w.,· 
Mardi. c· . .-.··. ' ... 
Pineapple Wine· 
It's a real hangup. 
,,, 
,,. 
., 
-· 
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••• 1 ··- .......... - • ·"' • , •• 
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DRY GAS 
2sccan 
51or:99c 
EVERY WINTER TIRE 
IN STOCK . 
PRICED FOR 
CLEARANCE ! ! 
' ; . ,, . 
- . .... . . 
' . .. . ~ , .. 
·.~ (:Q_OPER-· WEATHER .-NIA,STIR PREMIUM. 
COOPER M&S-.SPORTS,.:SEMPIRlr-RADl4l ·_ 
,- ·_BIA.J- ·:Ptr, '. DOUGlA-S .RADIAi. .:-_.FOR 
AMlf?IC!I" -· . CARS,:.- COOPIJi -~-:. $UPIR 
. TRACTION TRUCK,·RtCAPS - . . 
. . . ,. . 
0""•·;-P,,•,;:fJ•c1• ,.:.·,t1',G'>UPT050 OFF 
Every Exide Battery Reduced 
CHOOSE· FROM 'THE LARGEST SELECTION IN .THIS AREA 
EXTRA SPECIAL - EXIDE LIFETIME. G~,ARANTEE · · 
GROUP 24 or,24F FOR -MOST POPULAR CARS 
DRAWTITE 
CUSTOM HITCHES 
UP_To40% OFF 
s499s list $ 2 9,99 l! 
VALLEY _TOW RITE 
HITCHES 
5 99 EACH 
WHILE THEY LAST! 
- _--All TRUECRAFJ 
TOOLS iEDUCED 
6 Piece Coo,biot,t;.• Wrend, S.I 
.. 
. r<y.6.49· $ 24,! 
EXIRA SP£tlA& on lruclt load ol Cooper's ,inesl 
. . . 
* LIFEllNER PREMIUM GlASBEl T 
--
REGULAR 
BOSCH PLUGS 
--s.9~ 
-·-
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